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Ebitortal 1Rotes.
THE average salary of the 7,963 Public

School teachers of Ontario in 1893 was
less than $225.

THE Premier and Attorney-General of
Manitoba have come to Ottawa, at the
Personal request, it is said, of the Gaver-
nor-General. An attempt is, no doubt,
being made ta effect a compromise on the
Manitoba school question, with what suc-
Cess remains ta be seen.

THE number of teachers-in-training at
the fifty-nine Model Schools of Ontario
'n 1894 was 1,750, an increase of 168 over
that of the preceding year. Of this number
1,456 passed the examination. The num-
ber of students at the Normal Schools
Was 379, a decrease of thirty-three from
that of the preceding year.

- THERE were 313 Roman Catholic Sep-
arate Schools in Ontario in 1893, with a
total attendance of 38,607 pupils, taught
by 684 teachers. It is not, perhaps, so
generally known that there are also Pro-
testant Separate Schools in the Province.
There were, however, only eleven of these
1 1893, with an attendance of 548 pupils,

taught by twelve teachers.

Two excellent special papers will be
found in this number. One is the first
InIstalment of Inspector Dearness' lucid
end instructive sketch of the history
of the teaching of agriculture in the

Ontario schools. The other is an
article in which the elementary prin-
ciples of single and double entry
bookkeeping are unfolded by Mr. John-
son, Principal of the Ontario Business
College at Belleville, with a terse clear-
ness which will, we are sure, be appre-
ciated by many teachers who may have
found some difficulty in the teaching of
this subject. Both papers are worthy of
careful reading.

WE have a larger proportion than
usual of somewhat lengthy articles in this
number. We hope that no young teacher
will let that deter him or her from giving
each a careful reading, or, if need be,
study. Either and all of them will repay
it. Miss Lawler's paper on " The Func-
tion of English Poetry in the High
School" will be found instructive and
suggestive, as well as interesting. The
two methods proposed for the teaching
of history will supply a felt want, we are
sure, as we are often asked for hints in
aid of the teaching of this subject. The
methods given are, we are assured, not
mere theoretical schemes, but are the
work of practical teachers, and have been
and are being used with success in their
schoolrooms. We are much gratified ta
find the amount of original matter in our
columns increasing from month to month.
We do not mean to permit the propor-
tion of matter of a directly practical and
helpful kind ta decrease, but the opposite.
We are alreadylaying our plans for making
THE JOURNAL during the next school
year more useful in the actual work of the
schoolroom, and better in every way than
it has ever been. One improvement we
may specially promise. We feel that we
owe an apology to many of our patrons
that the notes on the Entrance Literature
lessons have not been sa well kept up as
we had intended. Of course the oppor-
tunity of obtaining at a small price the
excellent little volume of notes which has
been in the market has made our short-
coming the less felt, no doubt, but, in re-
sponse ta the requests which have come
ta us, we have resolved ta make notes on
these lessons a specialty after the holidays.

VERY much of the success and progress
of any work depends upon the right men
and women being in the right places.
This is especially true of educational
work. Whoever becomes the means of
bringing together the most efficient
teacher available and the board of trustees
which especially needs such a teacher is a
public benefactor. He renders lasting
service to the teacher, ta the community
which profits by his services, and to every
pupil who thereafter is benefited by the
school. It is obvious, on a little observa-
tion, that the facilities for bringing about
such acquaintances and adjustments of
trustees and teachers in Ontario, and, in
fact,in all Canada, are not at present as great
as they should be. It is obvious, too, that
an educational paper which has the good
fortîne ta be widely, almost universally,
read by the teachers of all grades in a
given country has special facilities for
serving both teachers and trustees in this
way. We have, therefore, not without
repeated solicitation, had under considera-
tion for same time past the propriety of
establishing, inconnection with THE JOUR-
NAL, a bureau for the mutual advantage of
teachers and trustees, somewhat on the
plan which has been so successfully
adopted by many of the leading educa-
tional papers in England and the United
States. It is the laudable ambition of
every good teacher to improve, at the
same time, his income and his oppor-
tunities for usefulness, by removing from
a smaller ta a larger field. It is our am-
bition ta help him ta do so. We shrink
from the responsibility and toil involved
in such an undertaking, but we see no
reason why, with a sincere and painstak-
ing desire ta further the best interests of
all concerned, we may not hope ta do a
good work for those who may become our
patrons, and for the cause of education,
and at the same time-we do not profess
ta do the work, which will involve a good
deal of outlay, as well as make large de-
mands upon our time and that of others,
on purely philanthropic principles, and
could not afford ta do so-make the busi-
ness fairly remunerative. We mention
the praject that those interested may be
thinkig about it. A fuller announce-
ment may be made in our next number.
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THE FUNCTION OF ENGLISH POETRY
IN THE HIGH SCHOOL.*

MISS GERTRUDE LAWLER, M.A.

"Poetry is itself a thing of God ;
He made His prophets poets, and the more
We feel of poesie do we become
Like God in love and power-under-makers."

I have followed with considerable interest some
of the many learned discussions that have risen,
have fallen, and have decayed, concerning the
relative educational importance of the various sub-
jects on our High School curriculum. While
sympathetically hearing a brother teacher dolefully
lament that arithmetical genius was discounted in
favor of algebraic talent, or that mathematical
studies were cramped, owing to heavy pressure
from science and classics ; while wonderingly
listening to an enthusiastic friend, as he told in
winged words of the absolute necessity of instruct-
ing the growing youth in the universal truths of
nature ; while delightfully attending to the artless,
artistic, æsthetic admirer of Greek and Latin, as
he faultlessly demonstrated the unique mental
effects of Homer and of Virgil on the much
crammed, but not, therefore, more educated child
of this most enlightened age ; while admiringly
smiling, as I heard the sweet sounds of der, die,
das, or ofjai, tu as, il a, lisped by pretty girls
and gallant boys ; while carefully noting that the
art of recording, in a systematic manner, the trans-
actions of merchants, traders, and other persons
engaged in parsuits connected with money, and
that the art of representing any object by means
of lines circumscribing its boundaries, and the art
of delineating, on a plane surface near and distant
objects as they appear to the eye from any given
distance, were attracting a great deal of attention,
due, perhaps, to the mercantile spirit of our busy,
bpstling century, could I help blissfully thinking
that while with regard to the various subjects of
High School study much might be said on al!
sides among English-speaking people, 'among loyal
British subjects, among patriotic Canadians,among
educated, broad-cultured Torontonians, the study
of English poetical literature was still universally
recognized as a means of educating the emotional,
the intellectual, and the esthetic side of our
nature ? Am I not right in concluding that every
zealous mathematician, every painstaking natural
philosopher, every cultured Greek, every devoted
admirer of French and German, every busy com-
mercial master, wishes to have all pupils instructed
in English verse ? All believe with Coleridge that
" Poetry is the blossom and the fragrance of all
human knowledge, human thoughts, human pas-
sions, emotion, language"; and, with Leigh
Hunt, "Poetry is the breath of beauty, flowing
around the spiritual world, as the winds that wake
up the flowers do about the material."

It is still a fact that a nation's greatness is
measured by its literature, and it is readily granted
that the chief kind of literature is poetry. Now,
if my memory serves me properly, in mathematics
a function is defined as a quantity so connected
with another that no change can be made in the
latter without producing a corresponding change
in the former. It follows that poetical literature is
the function of every nation. What is truc of the
nation is, in this case, true of the individual. The
function, the power of English poetry in our High
Schools, is to make our boys great men, our girls
great women, by cheering, by refining, by enno-
bling. I do not claim that a student's greatness is
measured by his love of English classic poetry,
but heartily agree with Van Dyke "I had rather
have my children grow up thinking that the earth
is flat, and that light is a liquid, than have them
grow up without a love for truc poetry."

In order to explain this function of English
poetry in our High Schools, let me make a four-
fold division of High School pupils : Frst, those
below the Primary ; second, the Primary Form ;

* A paper read before the Modern Language Association at the
Easter session, 89q5.

third, the Junior Leaving and Pass Matriculation
Form ; fourth, the Senior Leaving and Honor
Matriculation Form.

The poetry studied by the first division consists
of selections from the High School Reader, and of
selections chosen by the teacher. As all tastes
are not alike it would be difficult, if not impossible,
to collect such a number of English classics as
would please every teacher and every pupil ; for,
be it gratefully recorded, every teacher is orig-
inal enough to be different from all others.
What is truc of the teacher is, in this case, truc of
the pupil, for teachers are but pupils of a supposed
larger growth ; of course, mental growth.

The Hligh School Reader contains a good, sug-
gestive selection that is easily supplemented as
taste directs, and as opportunity presents itself ;
so that it is a pleasure to know that as all
such classes are differently constituted, that is,
consist of different teachers, the supplemental
work is likely not the same.

In this junior form, we find that the boys prefer
the poems that have to do with wars ; the girls
show a marked liking for interesting narratives
and picturesque descriptions. Yet, very often
these likings are reversed. Indeed, each pupil is
like a note of a new musical instrument. You
may succeed in striking several notes together ;
you may strike one at a time ; the aim is to strike
all at some time, and the oftener the better. Then
is heard the echo that will " roll from soul to soul,
and grow forever and forever."

We feel sure that when a child is taugbt to sec
good actions, good principles, good morals, and
whether in the cornfield, the daisied field, or the
battlefield ; in the cottage,.the residence, or the
palace ; in the ploughman, the esquire, or the lord
-he will admire, will applaud, will imitate, in his
own scale. You watch him translate the lesson to
suit his own circumstances, when be tells you
what he thinks, what he would do. You see him
become a part of all that he meets.

In a word, you have given the child an intellec-
tuai problem to solve, or an intellectual theorem to
demonstrate ; you have, from the nature of the
problem or theorem, aroused his emotions, his bu-
man feelings ; you have presented the question in
an Ssthetic form, and have stimulated his
sense of the beautiful. What would you more ?

You believe that truc poets are " God's prophets
of the Beautiful." Could we not present to our
junior class its specimens of the Beautiful in a
more oesthetic form than in homelv brown-covered
books, dubbed High School Readers-not even
Poetic Literatures ? Why not have our classic
gems printed on good paper, and bound in an at-
tractive cover? Then, with Disraeli, o-ne might
say,

"Object of delicious pleasures !
You my eyes rejoicing please,
You my hands in rapture seize."

As it is, when asking for the High School Reader
for a Literature lesson, I say, " Let us take our
Poetic Literature." Mere sentiment, you may,
perhaps, conclude ; but then I smile at the well-
known French writer as he whispers, "AIl the
reasonings of men are not worth one sentiment of
women P'

Yet another sentiment, to which I beg to give
expression. Every High School teacher, except
the teacher of English Poetical Literature-here
he is always excepted-is wont to demand those
same brown-covered High School Readers when-
ever an imposition is to be given. What fate im-
pels the choice of poetic selections ? Does the
child love the rod that punishes, even if that rod
be of gold ? If familiarity with a poem ever
breeds contempt for it, it must inevitably be when
that familiarity is acquired by an hour's irksome,
fruitless scribbling while companions are with the
tennis-racket or the football. The longer the
poem, the greater the contempt. The pupil is not
in the humor to help Horatius keep the bridge, or
to understand by what right Shylock claims the
pound of flesh ; he prefers to croak, with the
Raven, " Nevermore !" We agree that "the object
of punishment is prevention from evil ; it can
never be made impulsive to good." Here, assur-
edly, "correction lieth in those hands which made
the fault."

Let me conclude with three pleasures known by
the teacher of poetical literature- in this junior
work : the pleasure experienced when told of
poems read by pupils outside of school work ; the
pleasure of always having the memorization of

extracts done voluntarily ; the pleasure in examin-
ing what the world calls "Spring poetry." If often
springs from the heart.

The brown-covered High School Reader con-
tains the selected course for candidates for the
Primary Departmental Examination. A pupil
sometimes says, " The English Poetical Literature
is still the saime." There is evinced a feeling -of
monotony. I have heard more than one teacher
say, " I do not blame the pupil." Is it not truc
that if the teacher does not weary of the poems-
verily, weak humanity wearies of even the sweet-
est songs-the pupils will not weary, whatever the
feelings expressed at the beginning of the session ?
Is not Carlyle right ? "If time is precious, no
book that will not improve by repeated readings
deserves to be read at all." It seems best not to
specialize too early in one's course. It is surelybetter to know a little of the best of several
authors than a little more of only one.

By the Primary Examination, the first official
test is given to the pupil's work. This the pupil
knows. He has grown a year or two years ; his
thoughts, his joys, his cares have grown; the
poems have grown with him. They are still the
same tunes, but with different tones. The teacher
sets the tones. It used to be considered neces-
sary to have the same chorus for every poem-
" Look out for the examiners 1" I have heard,
the teachers sang the chorus with might and
main. Now our pupils learn their poems ; think
them, feel them, act them. They memorize justwhat they like. Their little Lastes are pure. Love
of the work is our only impetus. At the end of
the school year they tell the examiners what is
asked, and usually please. I may say plainly, Ihave never taught one lesson that pandered to an
examiner's taste. Teach, and never think of ex-
aminers as dreaded monsters. Examiners are
merely questioners. Fellow-teachers, the fever of
examinations is too often contracted by teachers,
and is then caught by pupils.

At Christmas time of 1894 I had a Poetical Ex-
amination in a primary form, and asked the ques-
tion, " Do you like the study of poetry ? Tell
briefly why or why not." Let me give you a
sample of the replies. That I might not select par-tially, I chose at random, yet I need not conceal
the fact that all answered affirmatively. This from
a boy : " Yes, I like the study of poetry, because
it brings before my mind in a way that neither
prose, nor painting, nor music, nor aught I know
can, the beauty and grandeur of nature. It tells
sweet tales of love, it draws sweet pictures of char-
acters of good men and women, and fills a man
with that emotion and strength which says, I will
rise and become better and stronger." This from
a pupil with less power of expression : "I like the
study of poetry because it makes me think. The
most of poetry leads me to higher thoughts.Poetry is a fine study ; the more you know of it, themore you want to know." Another : "I like the
study of poetry because it teaches truth and points
out evil ; so that, by knowing what and where the
evil is, we may avoid it. Also it appeals to thefeelings, and affords more food for thought than
any other single subject. I think that the study
of poetry advances a man farther in wisdom than
any other study except history."

In case any of my hearers should agree with
the last statement, I leave all to argue it with
Plato, who writes : " Poetry comes nearer thevital truth than does history."

I have a good many of such answers, and, withthese testimoomes, may we not say to the learned
critic that writes in THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
of March 15, 1895, and who asserts that in the
High Schools of the United States, " Literature-
I hate it " sumns up the judgment of too many boys
and girls i0 this matter, such a hatred is unknownin our Canadian High Schools ?

In the Junior Leaving and Pass Matriculation
form there is a feeling of importance on the firstmorning after the summer holidays, when is an-nounced the poet whose work is to be of particular
study. There is magic in the name of Scott,Wordsworth, Tennyson. It is as though a re-nowned personage-and at the same time a friend
-was come to spend a year and promised to tellthroughout the whole year of glad tidings.

We agree that the teachers and the pupils ofOntario are imdebted to those learned annotators
that have prepared special editions of particular
authors for the Junior Leaving and Pass Matricu-lation students. I should like to express the wish
that future annotators provide as dainty a volume
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as that 1895 deep-blue, gilt-stamped edition of
Tennyson's poems.

There is only one objection that I am obliged to
make to our school editions : they do not containail the poems that I should like to place before the
Pupil. When the pupil, unaided by the teacher,
would read more - our Olivers always ask for
miore-the selected edition is found wanting. I
have never yet been accused ofextravagance, when,
In these days of cheap books, I have asked thateach pupil provide himself with a complete edition
of the author.

The annotated edition certainly provides valu-able material, which the pupils and the teachers
appreciate, I hope, proportionately to the annota-
tOr's expenditure of time and energy. If a lexico-
grapher, as Dr. Johnson puts it, is a harmless,
necessary drudge, nuch more so is the annotator
Of school classics, for his is solely a work of love.
If he does ont love the poet, it is not often thatchili penury forces the work.

The teacher's position is not the same : the
author is now a favorite, now the favorite, and now
nlot valued. Well, there is a recognized authority
to choose the poet for study. It is inevitable thatthe works chosen are classic, and just as inevitable
that there is much good derivable from a humble,
reverent study of any classic poet. Moreover, it isthe pleasure, the privilege, the duty of every
teacher to make his pupils see mainly only what
is best, with the aim of cheering, of refining, ofennobling. Yes, " if you look on the ground you
mnust see dirt." As a rule, take a giance down-
wards to avoid puddles and nud, but otherwisekeep the eyes off the ground. Here is a case of
Which I know. I quote from a H igh School pupil'sletter to me : " We have a new teacher in Litera-
ture, and lie bas made me feel better ; he loves
Tennyson, and makes me love him, too." [I sup-
Pose the "him " is Tennyson.] ' Our former mas-
ter disliked Tennyson, and kept telling us how
fiuch better somebody else did the same thing.
We did naught but grumble. How much happier
We are 1 '

As I read that letter I asked myself again,
Why can't we all be optimists ?"
Of course, a feigned love of a poet on the teach-

er's part and on the pupil's part must be discoun-
tenanced. We trust that if a sufficient number of
Intellectual beings see good in an author, good
there is in him, even if we cannot detect it. In-
deed, it hurts a man's pride to say " I do notkno w.'' Yet that man knows that too often a dis-
like arises from prejudice or from ignorance. The
case reminds me of Locke's words: " To berational is so glorious a thing that two-legged
creatures generally content themselves with the
title." Alas and alas ! some two-legged creatures
are teachers. The syllogism is easily completed.

Thinking that the members of this association
would like to know from Junior Leaving pupilswhat is one function of English poetry, at Christ-
lias time, on a Literature paper I asked, " What
importance do you attach to the study of English
Poetry in comparison to your other studies ?" I
choose citations from a few answers.

A girl wrote :-" Poetry plays a very important
Part in our studies. After working hard at a mathe-niatical problemhow restful it is to turn to the pleas-ant subject of poetry 1"

A bright boy :-" In comparison with other
studies, it may not be of such practical value in
most walks of after life, though in oratory, whether
In the pulpit or at the bar, or in the House, it mustleeds be of great value. Then it imparts a tone,
a finish to one's conversation. I want to be a good
conversationalist. Poetry makes me observant ofittle things that make ife happy. Even in mathe-
mlatics it helps me, for it teaches me to think, and
rom one wee, unobtrusive clue, to follow out a
whole train of profound reasoning."

Another bright pupil: - "The importance
attached to a study depends a great deal upon the
use Of that study to you in after life. But withregard to poetry, it seems to me different ; for,Whether one's future life lies in the realm of law,science, theology, or even in a prosaic business life,
We can hardly over-estimate the value of poetry to
9s. On account of its beauties of thou'ght, its refin-
'ng influences, its great moral truths, it should al-
Ways hold first place."

Another boy concluded :-" Then, too, I find
at the memorizing of a choice passage of my lik-i8g helps my powers of memory in a large de-gree rh
A girl remînded me that ber aim was to be an

elocutionist and so the study of poetry was her
chief delight.

The Senior Leaving and Honor Matriculation
form is the pride of every High School and of
every High School teacher. True; the pride is
occasionally in proportion to the success expected
at the coming examinations, but there is a nobler
pride founded on the intellect of the pupils. In
English Poetical Literature the mind is concerned
with Chaucer and with Shakespeare.

Chaucer has paid only a short visit to our High
Schools, and next year he is not to be studied by
High School pupils. It is not in place to question
the wisdom of the withdrawal. It is supposable
that those who have the matter in charge are act-
ing wisely. But, since we are considering the
function of poetry in the High School, it is relevant
to say that Chaucer has done much to inspire.
His artless simplicity-as fresh as is the month of
May-has won many admirers ; his picture gallery
has been intensely amusing and suggestively in-
structive. But my greatest pleasure came from a
boy-pupil's translation of the whole of the Prologue
into good, modern English, iambic pentameter,
rhymed couplets. Others have tried special por-
tions, with more or less success. Singing Chaucer
seems to inspire with a longing to turn a verse.

It is in this highest form that a whole play of
Shakespeare is minutely studied for the first time.
Much special treatment depends on the nature of
the play selected, but the love of the special mas-
terpiece means the A B C of future dramatic
study. When a pupil has grasped a Shakes-
pearian unit, he is ready to graduate from our
schools in English Literature. It is extremely
interesting, psychologically, to watch a scholar
project himself by turns into each of the persons of
the play, and to hear him weigh the why's and
wherefore's of different actions. Provided a pupil
is taught to believe his own opinions and deduc-
tions are to himself more valuable than are then
to him valuable the remarks of, it may be, Gervinus,
Hazlitt, or Dowden, it is most gratifying to listen
to the various translations of persons and circum-
stances ; to note the quick perceptions of what is
extravagant or unnatural ; to mark the ready
appreciation of what is worthy of commendation.

One of the chief functions of this dramatic poetry
is to foster originality, to make the pupil con-
scious of his innate strength, before he mingles
with wider, greater life. The imaginary struggle
-of course, as it is imaginary, it is less than the
real-of different men and women, prepares, in a
passive, pleasurable way, for what must be met in
active form. There is need only to rouse that
inborn strength of character

At the beginning of a school Vear, I asked this
highest form of pupils to suppose they visited'our
school, twenty years later, and were allowed to
address, for fifteen minutes, the pupils in attend-
ance ; to write a synopsis of the address. Thirty
out of forty pupils sketched the usual, now almost
trite, remarks about log schoolhouses and cold
rooms and cross masters. On enquiry, I found
that not one of the thirty had ever been in a log
schoolhouse, but older persons had been heard to
expatiate on the great differences between the now
and the then.

Older persons are heard on many other topics
that affect younger minds. The law of laziness is
easy to obey. Rather than think for himself, the
younger often allows the older to obtain results
which he finds an indemnity in quoting as the con-
clusions of the more learned. If the older were
the wiser-it ought to follow, too, still the think-
ing should be done by young and old-there would
not be much harm in the quotation of opinions as
truths.

One notion I heard amazed me: "I nevet read
Milton with pleasure, because I studied him at
school." I asked for the reasons and was then
reminded of FalstafPs words, " Give you a reason
on compulsion! If reasons were as plenty as black-
berries, I would give no man a reason on compul.
sion." For my own part, every poem I studied at
school is thrice endeared-by the p>em itself, by
my classmates, by my teachers. The associations
awakened by a perusal are satisfactory. May such
continue to be ! But, older pupils, do not continue
to say, even in jest, what is not true ; for some
younger minds in their innocency take it-your
fashionable fad-for truth that poems studied in
school are spoilt.

Another somewhat antiquated notion, found at
times by derival or by inheritance in our highest
class, is that you cannot understand English poetry,

say Shakespeare, familiarly quoted as knowinglittle Latin and less Greek, or Tennyson, without
a knowledge of Latin and Greek. I do not mean
to argue. Yet a word. All knowledge is relative,
and the more one knows of every other branch of
learning, the better he understands and appreciates
his special study. Each branch is a perfect partof a perfect whole, and seldom, if ever, does a
mortal arrive at a correct solution of one part.
Can't I taste perfectly a peach unless I know the
taste of a pear ? Must I taste all species of applesto know the taste of one species of apple ?
Enough 1 To advance the study of our pet branch
of learning, we couple it with that which seems
best to advance the interests of one or of both. It
is fashionable to know this or that and so the
infection spreads. However, the student of Eng-lish poetry knows that by it his mind is broadened
in proportion as he studies it and ail else.

I cannot conclude this paper without expressing
a wish that more adequate facilities may soon be
afforded for the study and the official recognition
of our own mother tongue. It is not easy to under-
stand how one can excel in dead classics, in live
mathematics, and be indifferent to the parent
speech ; how, knowing little, and caring less, con-
cerning the habits of our language, he wishes to
claim the privileges of citizenship in a British com-
munity ; how, scarcely able correctly to address an
envelope and to pen a letter, he can sleep at night.

We send our High School pupils to the univer-
sities, when only the elements of our lordly lan-
guage is theirs ; when they have but tasted of the
Pierian springs of English letters ; and how gladly
we should see them able to graduate in their
mother tongue! This is no new striving. Listen
to DeQuincey : "If there is one thing in this world
that, next after the flag of his country and its spot-less honor, should be wholly in the eyes of a young
poet, it is the language of his country. He should
spend the third part of his life in ·studying this
language, and in cultivating its total resources.
He should be willing to pluck out his right eye, or
to circumnavigate the globe, if by such a sacrifice,
if by such an exertion, he could attain to greater
purity, precision, compass, or idionatic energy of
diction." Now, a third part of one's life is surely
worth an honor degree in our best university.

Once more, the function of English poetry in
our High Schools is to cheer, to refine, to ennoble,
to make men and women, whether ûniversity
degrees are acquired, or in whatever path life leads.
Assuredly, " sooner or later that which is now life
shall be poetry, and every fair and manly trait
shall add a richer strain to the song.>

THE WASP AND THE BEE.

A wasp met a bee that was just passing by,
And he said, " Little cousin, can you tell me

whyYou are loved so much better by people than ?'

" My back shines as bright and as yellow as gold,
And my shape is most elegant, too, to behold,
Yet nobody likes me, for that I am told,"

" Ah, cousin," the bee said, "'tis ail very true,
But if I were half as much mischief to do,
Indeed they would love me no better than you.

" You have a fine shape and a delicate wing,
They own you are handsome, but then there's

one thing
They cannot put up with, and that is-your

sting.

" My coat is quite homely and plain, as you see,
Yet nobody ever is angry with me,
Because I'm a harmless and diligent bee."

From this little lesson let people beware,
Because, like the wasp, if ill-natured they are,
They will never be loved, if they're ever so fair.

A Christian school is made by the atmosphere,
the general tone, the surrounding objects, the char-
acter of the teacher, the constant endeavor, the
loving tact, the gentle skill by which the light and
spirit of Christianity-its lessons for the head, for
the heart, for the whole character-are made to
pervade and animate the whole school life of the
child, just as the good parent desires that they
should animate his whole future life in all his mani-
fold duties and relations as man and citizen.--Rev,
f.J. Keanc.
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RAISING THE STANDARD.

A FTER full discussion, the Public
School Department of the Provin-

cial Association of Teachers adopted, at
its recent annual meeting, the following
resolutions:

(a) That the Model and Normal School
term be extended to at least one year.

(b) That candidates for the Model
School hold at least a Junior Leaving cer-
tificate.

(c) That the amount given by the
townships to each section be $200, and
$oo additional for each assistant
teacher.

(d) That candidates for admission to
the profession be not less than twenty-
one years of age.

In thinking over these resolutions, the
only one which seems to us really open to
question is the first, and any hesitation
we should have in giving that a ready
assent arises out of the doubt whether a
part of the year in question could not be
more profitably spent in a High School
or college than in a purely professional
school. We venture to raise this query
because our observation and reasoning
lead us to believe that the chief desider-
atum of the average young teacher on
entering the profession is more culture or
education proper, rather than more pro-
fessional training. The force of this ob-

jection will depend very largely, however,
upon the kind of training given in the
Model and N.ormal Schools. We can
readily conceive of this being made such
as will tend to develop the thinking power
and improve the scholarship of the stu-
dent almost or quite as effectively as any
academic or collegiate course. The first
requisite in a teacher is a thorough mas-
tery of the subject he is to teach. No
teacher who knows no more of a given
subject than is contained in the pre-
scribed text-book, or than is required to
be taught, can be a competent teacher of
that subject. If the lesson to be taught
is merely addition or subtraction, the
teacher will be greatly helped by a
thorough knowledge of the decimal and
other arithmetical systems. In fact, he
should be deemed incompetent without
such knowledge. So, too, every one who
has paid any attention to the subject
knows how much even a very limited
knowledge of algebra or geometry aids in
a clear comprehension and treatment of
arithmetic. The same principle holds
good of the relation of Latin to English,
of philosophy and philology to grammar,
and so on. An additional year of study
of any kind cannot fail to be of immense
value to the future teacher. The essen-
tial thing is that the time be devoted to
such study as will conduce most largely
to true mental expansion, not spent in
listening to didactic instruction, or in
learning mere technical drill in class
manipulation, useful though these may be
in their place.

The proposal that the candidate for
entrance into the Model School shall be
required to have the equivalent of, at
least, a Junior Leaving, certificate is
quite in line with these views, and, if
adopted and carried out, cannot fail to
tell powerfully upon the future status of
the profession. To say nothing of the
superior ability in teaching and discipline
which is the direct result of increase of
intelligence and mental power, it is a
well-known fact of observation that the
farther the young teacher has advanced
in his studies, the more likely is he not
only to pass upward from one grade to
another until the highest is reached, but
to keep up those studies and to become
eventually a truly educated man or
woman. Nor can any thoughtful and
observant person doubt that the status of
the profession in every respect, remunera-
tion included, will rise in almost equal
ratio with the real culture of the members
of the profession. Why should not every
young teacher aspire not only to climb to
the highest story in the profession, but
also to take rank, in the community and

in the Dominion, among the most cul-
tured, respected, and influential citizens ?

Several of our correspondents have,
from time to time, like one whose letter
appears elsewhere in this number, dwelt
upon the hardship which will, in their
opinion, be inflicted upon poor young
students, if the age of eligibility for a cer-
tificate be raised to twentyone years.
Such writers seem to forget that the oh-
ject of our educational system is not and
should not be to provide employment for
young men and women who may be in
need of a little money, to enable them,
perhaps, to enter upon the study of law
or medicine, or to improve a scanty ward-
robe, or even to continue their profes-
sional preparation. " Will not," it is
asked in all seriousness, "the extension of
the Normal and Model School terms, and
the raising of the age-limit for certifi-
cates, work great hardship to these young
men and women ? Will such a policy not
discriminate against the poor student and
in favor of the rich ? " Do such reason-
ers really mean that the trustees, or the
Education Department, should be con-
tent with lower qualifications than the
best procurable, in their teachers, in order
to furnish employment to needy aspir-
ants ? Surely not. At the same time,
we do not hesitate to maintain that the
raising of the standards will be positively
beneficial in the long run to even these
poor students. What if they have not
money enough to carry them on until
they shall have attained the proper age
and qualifications ? What shall they do ?
Why, let them go to work and earn the
money they need to carry them forward.
Let them betake themselves to the farm
or the factory, or the mechanic's bench,
or some other useful industry, until they
shall have earned what is needed, as
thousands of plucky young men and
women have done before them, many of
whom are now occupying very high posi-
tions. Perhaps some such sifting process
is just what is needed to discover the
right stuff and to make easy the process of
selecting the genuine material out of
which true teachers are made.

THE next annual meeting of the Manual
Training Teachers' Association of Amer-
îca will be held at Armour Institute,
Chicago, Ill., July 16th, 17th, and 18th,
1895.

THERE were 129 High Schools (in-
cluding Collegiate Institutes) open in
Ontario in 1893, employing 538 teachers,
and attended by 23,055 pupils. The
average salary of teachers was about
$930.
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Contributors' IDept.
ARE WE MOVING UPWARDS?

BY A CANADIAN TEACHER.

The report of the Minister of Educa-
tion, recently issued, contains a great
many points of interesting information,
but to those who have made teaching
their calling I suppose the nost particu-
larly impressive items are those relating
to the teachers themselves. Any signs of
the uplifting of the general status of the
teachers of the province would certainly
be hailed with delight as one of the surest

'harbingers of general prosperity in educa-
tional affairs. I am sure that you would
be glad to record in THE JOURNAL all the
undoubted facts that would even tend to
prove that the position of teachers was
gradually becoming better, and especially
any facts showing that the body of teach-
ers, on the whole, was steadily advancing
to such a standard of professional skill
and scholarly attainments as must ulti-
Mately compel more adequate recognition
from public opinion. It would be an im-
mense stimulus to the esprit de corps to
know that, notwithstanding the miserable
Salaries, the fraternity, as a whole, was
Climbing higher each year in scholarship
and in all that constitutes a thoroughly
qualified artist, able more and more to
shape worthily the human marble placed
under his care from year to year.

Now, how do the statistics read ? How
far and how fast is Public School teaching
naking advancement ? What are the

facts revealed by the Minister's report,
which gives the figures for 1893 ? Out of
8,647 Public School teachers in Ontario
In that year, only 261 held first-class cer-
tificates of any grade. There was no in-
crease in the number for the preceding
five years. To every sincere friend of
Popular education this must be a dis-
tinctly unwelcome fact, which receives a
sharp accentuation of positive pain by
comparison with the number of first-class
teachers formerly found in our Public
Schools. In 1867, out of 4,890 Public
School teachers, 1,899 held first-class cer-
tificates, and only 386 held third-class.In 1893 the corresponding numbers are
261 first, and 4,259 third-class. What
an immense change in the proportion in
twenty-six years ! But in 1871 the stan-
dard of examination was raised, say the
optimists. Well, in 1872 we had 5,476
Public School teachers, of whom 1,337held first-class rank, and 2,084 third-class.
Now we have only one-fifth as many first-
Class teachers, and more than double the
number of third-class. There must be
Some general cause for this enormous
change, for the very remarkable shifting
InI the proportion has gone on steadily
throughout the whole twenty-one years.
The extraordinary development of the
Uigh School system cannot possibly
account for the displacement of 1,638first-class teachers out of the Public
Schools, because the total increase of
Iligh School teachers during these twenty-
one years amounts only to 299. There is
the stubborn fact ; and it does not point

with rosy finger to the general elevation
of the Public School system. If the low-
est grade of teachers bas enormously in-
creased, and the highest grade has still
more enormously decreased, the plain in-
ference is not so flattering to our national
vanity as the speeches on the hustings at
election times might lead us to suppose.
The status of the schools depends prim-
arily and emphatically on the qualifica-
tions of the teachers much more than it
does upon good school bouses with fine
cupolas. And this single fact revealed by
the statistics is not very cheering to the
young people just entering on the work
of teaching, nor to the real masters of
democratic statesmanship who desire to
see popular education advance hand-in-
hand with material prosperity. If the
next twenty-one years of our educational
history are to obey the law that has pre-
vailed from 1872 to 1893, how many first-
class teachers will there be in the schools
of Ontario in the year 1914 ? They will
be an extinct species, whose relics may,
perhaps, adorn some museum. Certainly,
we allow to the optimists that the num-
ber of second-class teachers bas increased
by 1,597, a gratifying fact, to be sure, and
one for which we all feel truly thankful,
because it shows that the number of
second-class bas increased from 27 per
cent. to 35 per cent. of the whole number
employed during the twenty-one years, a
gain of 8 per cent., so that at the same
rate of progress we may expect that in 263
years all our teachers will hold the second-
class rank ! What blessings are in store
for the pupils of the year 2158 ! But,
dear optimist of the hustings, look at the
figures in the report, and you will see that
even this small advance has nearly ceased,
for during the five years, including 1893,
the gain was only 27, while the whole
number of teachers employed increased
by 167. The number of first-class stand-
ing remained exactly stationary, and the
number of third-class during the same
five years increased by 18o. Here, then,
is the final result and the ultimate gain
achieved during the past five years with
two Normal Schools and one School of
Pedagogy at work all the time: The
number of first-class teachers for the five
years bas not increased at all; the num-
ber of second-class has increased by 27,
but has fallen 140 behind the increase in
the number employed ; the number of
third-class bas increased by 18o, or 23
more than the total increase in the num-
ber employed. Does it need supernatural
aid to predict "the good time coming,
boys," when every child in the Public
Schools will have a third-class teacher for
his or ber instructor ?

The curious facts here set out must
have a cause, and they are suffliciently im-
portant to demand careful study. What
becomes of all the teachers who pass year
by year ? Why do they leave the school-
room after struggling through the second-
class and the first-class examinations,
as they do in large numbers, and often in
the face of great difficulties ? Instead of
striving so vigorously, as we really do, to
keep up the supply of new teachers, would
it not be far more prudent and economi-
cal to devote a good deal more care and

attention to retain those already well
trained for the work, and to seek by some
means to double or treble their period of
service in the Public Schools ? This is
the great educational problem of the
times; and the figures in the report do
not indicate that under the present condi-
tions of our system we are on the right
road to a satisfactory solution.

From the teacher's standpoint we may
naturally ask, Do those skilled teachers
who leave the schoolroom really in the
end and in the long run save more money
than they would have saved by prudence
and frugality out of their scanty salaries as
teachers ? Have they no bad debts, no
losing speculations, no assignments? Have
they more leisure to follow their favorite
amusements, more personal comforts,
more solid happiness than the exceptional
few who have remained on the teacher's
platform ? Do they still labor at the
work they love best, and the work that is
of most benefit to their race and nation ?
Have they kept up the pace in mental
and moral development with which they
started in the first few years of their active
lives? Have they gone on doing work as
imperishable and totally indestructible as
that accomplished by their comrades who
have remained in the schoolroom and
helped to fight out the perennial battle
against ignorance, barbarism, and sin ?
In their new fields of activity have they
really brought the reign of peace, purity,
and reverence any nearer ?

These and such like questions are sug-
gested by a thoughtful consideration of the
figures -already quoted. What life is best
worth living? is a question that comes
sooner or later to every teacher who bas
acquired a good training and a liberal
education. Is it better to devote one's
life and strength to the training of the
coming race to intelligence, noble ideals,
worthy ambitions, the higher moral, reli-
gious, and intellectual life ; or, to embark
with the majority of our fellow-citizens
on the great American expedition in search
of the omnipotent dollar, at whatever sac-
rifice of the moral sublime ?

The statistics show how most of the
teachers of Ontario practically answer
the question. They show also that the
present schemes of national education in
America break down and fail to utilize
more than a small fraction of the teaching
power, the professional skill developed at
large annual cost to the national funds.
The history of our present seducational

schemes, when it comes to be impartially
written, will resemble the Book of Exodus
more than any other book.

Every patriot, and every teacher par-
ticularly, has an interest in studying the
defects that are manifest, and in assisting
to find a sound, practical method of work-
ing out an improved system that shall
replace the old one, which has had a great
mission of usefulness in its day, but has
now plainly reached its limit, seeing that
it fails totally nowadays to keep pace with
this age of electrical machinery.

Man-like is it to fall into sin, fiend-like is it to
dwell therein; Christ-like is it for sin to grieve,
God-like is it all sin to leave.-Longfellw.
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%pecÍal papers.
THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF

DOUBLE ENTRY BOOKKEEPING.*

BY .j W. JOHNSON. P.C.A. PBINCIPAL V THE ONTARIO BUSINESS
COLLEGE, BELLIEVILLE, ONT.

In view of the steps being taken for the encour-
agement of young office-men and students of ac-
counts to become associates of the institute by
passing the primary examinations, it has occurred
to me that discussions upon the fundamental prin-
ciples of double entry bookkeeping might very
profitably occupy the tine of monthly meetings at
intervals, for their special benefit and instruction.
Acting upon this view I shall in this paper inaugur-
ate such a discussion, restricting it to the eleient-
ary principles.

I shal begin by stating in brief the single entry
metbod.

It wiIl occur to any sensible man doing business,
that he ought at least to keep a record that will
show bis dealings with the persons who become
indebted to him, and with those to whom he be-
comes indebted. For this purpose, he records
such transactions at the time of their occurrence in
a day-book or blotter, so clearly and with such at-
tention to detail, as will make the record good
evidence in a court of law. At bis leisure he will
post these transactions to the respective accounts
in bis ledger. The accounts of those who have
obtained value from him without settlement will be
debited,and the accounts ofthose from whom hehas
received value without settlement will be credited.
In addition to the day-book and ledger, he will find
it convenient and desirable, also, to keep a cash-
book, on the debit side of which he will enter cash
when received, and on the credit side enter cash
when paid out, naming the source from which it
was received, and the object for which it was paid.
At short intervals (daily, at least) he should ascer-
tain whether the difference between the two sides
(called the balance) of the cash-book agrees with
the actual cash on hand. If he gives and receivee
promissory notes, and draws and accepts drafts, he
should keep a record of these in a bill-book, by a
glance at which he can see in a moment when these
obligations will mature.

At the end of the business year, he can ascertain
bis financial standing, and the gain or loss he bas
sustained, by making out a statement of bis assets
and liabilities. If the sum of the assets is the
larger, be subtracts from it the sum of the liabilities,
and tbe difference is bis present worth or capital ;
if the sum of the liabilities is the larger, he sub-
tracts from it the sum of the assets, and the differ-
ence is the amount of bis insolvency. In an ac-
count commonly called stock, he bas kept a record
of bis own personal dealings with his business-the
credit side shows his investments, and the debtor
side his withdrawals of money or goods. In order
to ascertain his gain or loss for the year, he will
first find the difference between the two sides of
the stock account, which was bis net investment for
the past year; if he finds that bis present worth is
greater than bis investment of last year, the differ-
ence is the year's profit; .f he finds that bis present
worth is less than the investment, the difference is
the year's loss.

The system above briefly described is known as
single entry bookkeeping, and is confined almost
entirely to small retail dealers. It is altogether
unsuitable for a wholesale or manufacturing busi-
ness, or for an extensive retail business. In my
opinion it is not desirable for even a small retail
business.

The double entry system should be universally
pursued, because it alone records, throughout the
year, the transactions with such accuracy and de-
tail as are necessary to determine in the ledger, not
only the standing of personal accounts, but the
condition of al assets and liabilities, as well as to
exhibit all the sources of gain and loss, and thus
make it possible to present the financial standing,
and the results of the business in an analytical form.

" It is the great notebook of the experiments of
every ,our.,

Let us suppose now, that the books of a business
have been kept by single entry, and it is desired to
change to the double entry system. This can only
be done at the annual stock-taking time ; as the

*A paper read before the Institute of Chartered Ac.ountants at
Toronto, April 23rd, 1895.,

basis of the double entry system is a com
ment of the assets and liabilities, whi
suppose is the following:

STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIE

AND BROWN.

(Date.)

Merchandise, on hand, as per
inventory ................

Bills receivable, notzsagainst
others............ .......

Office and store furniture, as
per inventory ..... . ......

Cash, amount of money on
hand............. ......

Personal accounts owing us..
(Show each one on a line
by itself here, or make out
a separate list of them if
they are numerous.)

Bills payable, our notes un-
paid ....................

Personal accounts owing by
us................. ...
(Show each one on a line
by itself here, or make out
a separate list of them if
they are numerous.)

Joi-n Jones invest-
ed ............. $4000 00

John Jones with-
drew........... . 700 O

John Jones net in-
vestment . .. ...

John Jones gain . .
$3300 GO

162o o

. present
capital or worth .........

Robert Brown in-
vested.... . .. . . $4000 O

Robert Brown with-
drew........... 600 oo

Robert Brown net
nvestment ..... $3400 00

RobertBrowngain. $1620 O

I C pres-

ent worth or
capital ................--

Assets.

$10500 0

700 0

3000(

260 0
1500 0

$12260

From the above it will be seen that th
assets amount to ...... .........

and the liabilities to............

The difference being the present capit
The present net investment of bo

partners is ... .................

so a gain bas been made amounting t
or $162o oo for each partner.

Go now to the ledger and credit
with bis gain, then balance each o
and bring down the balance on th
The partner's accounts wili now be a
will agree with the exhibit of their a
in the above statement :

Dr. John Jones, Capital Account.

To, Withdrawas $ 7o co$ l l Inve
Balance. 4920 o Gain

$562o ccGO YBl
By Balt
(Presen

Robert Brown, Capital Account

To Withdrawais $ Soo oolI Inve
Balance..... 5020 O Gai

562o ool
By Bala
(Presen

You will next balance and close
counts in the ledger, and bring down
as above ; then open the additional

plete state- are necessary to bring the ledger into perfect
ch we will accord with the statement of assets and liabilities,

which, as you observe, is in balance. You will
open accounts with Merchandise, Bills Receivable,
Office and Store Furniture, and Cash, debitin

S OF JONES these accounts with the respective amounts
and open an account with Bills Payable
crediting it with the sum of the outstanding
notes. Assets must always appear on the debit
side of the ledger, and liabilities on the credit

Liabilities side. Check the ledger now with the statement,
and, if the old and the new accounts together
agree with the statement, your ledger is converted
into double entry.

The ledger in the single entry system has
accounts with persons only ; you will observe that
in the double entry system there are accounts, not
0nly with persons, but with all the assets and lia-
bilities ; and you will observe, further, that the
sum at the credit of the proprietors' accounts is
just the difference between the assets and liabili-
ties, or the actual capital they now possess. That

0 is to say, the sum of he assets equals the sum of
the liabilities and the capital.

Zhe equilibrium or balance which now exisis in
the ledger must be mainlained-for every debit
there nuit be a corresponding cred/t-hence lhe
tern Double Entry.

$1600 oo When values are exchanged, the account repre-
senting the ihing received is debited, and the

720 o account representing the thing parted with is
credited. For example, if cash is paid for goods,
merchandise accoun is debited and cash account
is credited. So far as it goes, the rule which says
" debit what is received and credit what is parted
with " is correct ; but business transactions are
much more complicated than that simple rule
would imply.

Up to this point we have no accounts opened in
the ledger except with the assets and liabilities,
wbich are, as yet, few in number. As business
proceeds and extends, there will be great diversity
in these ; new forms of assets and new forms of
liabilities will be created, for each of which there
will be a ledger account. For example, if land be

4920 o0 purchased, an account will be opened with Real
Estate, which will be debited ; if a mortgage debt
were assumed, an account would be opened with
Mortgage Payable, which would be credited. The
aim would be to keep constan!ly exhibited on the
ledger the condition of the various assets and lia-
bilities, the accounts which exhibit them being
properly called the real accounts.

In addition to the real accounts (those that ex-
hibit the assets and liabilities), it is necessary that
there should be accounts to show the sources of
losses and gains. Every gain that is made in

5020 O business is practically an addition to the capital,
-- and every loss that is made is practically a loss of

o1$122 6 0 oo capital ; but it would not be practicable to credit
the grins as they are made, or debit the losses as

e they are made, to the proprietor's or capital
$12260 oo account. A record, therefore, throughout the year

2320 O is kept, under various ledger titles, of the channels
---- through which losses and gains accrue. These

al. $ 9940 O accounts, as they represent temporarily the
th changes constantly affecting the capital, we may

$ /oo oO with propriety term the Reéresentative accounts.
At the end of the business year, in order to arrive

o.. $ 3240 oo at the result of the year's business, after taking the
inventory of Merchandise on hand, and placing
the amount on the credit side of Merchandise

each partner account (which will be brought down on the debit
ne s account, side after the account has been closed), we close
e credit side. these representative accounts over into the Losss follows, and and Gain account. If the credit side of a repre-
ccounts made sentative account is the larger it shows a gain ;

the difference between the two sides is the profit
from the source that account represents, and it is
closed "To Loss and Gain" for the difference,

Stilefnt I$40o which is carried to the credit side of the Loss and
..... . 162 oc Gain account. If the debit side of a representa-

562- o tive account is the larger, it shows a loss ; the dif-
nce ference between the two sides is the loss from the
t worth) $4920 oo source that account represents, and it is closed

" By Loss and Gain" for the difference, which is
carried to the debit side of Loss and Gain account.

stment $ 4 o When the transfers have been made, or, in other162o oo words, when the representative accounts have all
$ o been closed into -Loss and Gain account, the

nce credit side of this account will exhibit in detail the
t worth) $G2O oo amounts and sources of the profits, and the debit

side will exhibit in detail the amounits and sourcesthe other ac- of the lasses. If the credit side is the larger, the
the balances difference is the net profit for the year, and the

accounts that amount is carried to the credit side of the pro-
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Prietor's or capital account as an addition to the
capital. If the debit side is the larger, the differ-
ence is the net loss for the year, and the amount is
carried to the debit side of the proprietor's or capi-
tal account as a loss of capital.

Having closed the representative accounts
(which have served their temporary purpose) into
Loss and Gain account, and Loss and Gain
account into the capital account, your ledger is
again in the condition in which it was started ;
that is to say, the open accounts are those which
show the assets and liabilities, and the capital
account, which maintains the balance between
them. In order to show at a glance the condition
of each asset and liability and the capital, as wellas to mark a period in the business, we balance
each of the real accounts and bring down the bal-ance in readiness to proceed with the next vear'srecord in the same accounts.

The double entry system, as you will now see,has
recorded throughout the year all the changes that
affected the assets and liabilities : and the condi-
tion ofeach asset and liabilitv at the close of thebusiness year is exhibited in thie respective balances
brought down in the ledger. It bas also recorded
In the respresentative accounts the working of the
business in detail, and now exhibits in the loss and
gain account the financial resuit. The double
entry system of bookkeeping is the chart and
compass and the pilot of the business man; it tellshim not only where he is, but also reveals the paths
through which his present position has been
reached. If any of these have been dangerous andunprofitable, he can avoid them in the future.

The advantages of the system of double entry
bookkeeping will, doubtless, be apparent, even to
the most inexperienced reader. There is another
feature of the systein which renders it invaluable ;
I refer to the constant check upon errors which ex-
ists in maintaining the equililbrium produced by anequal debit and credit for every transaction re-
corded. Two accounts, at least, are affected byevery record, one of which is debited with a cer-
tain amount and the other credited with an equal
sum ; or one account may be debited and severalaccounts credited ; or several accounts may bedebited and one account credited ; or several ac-
counts may be debited and several accounts cred-ited. Whatever way it may be, the sum or sumsdebited must invariably equal the sum or sums
credited. In order to ascertain whether the book-
keeping in this respect is correct, a trial balance istaken off at stated intervals, usually once a month.
In debit and credit columns of the trial balance,
opposite the names of the.respective accounts, the
total of each side is recorded ; if the final additions
0f.these zolumns agree, it is proof that the book-keeping is, at least mechanically, correct. It willbe apparent, of course, that if an equal debit andcredit was made in the ledger for each transaction
recorded, then the sum total of all the debits and
credits should be equal, hence the name, trial bal-
ance.

What is termed a balance sheet is an abstractfrom the ledger taken at the end of the business
Year on a sheet of paper suitably ruled, which mayOr may not include the trial balance (better, I think,that il should) ; it exhibits the assets and liabilitiesand the state of the capital and also the sources of
lOss and gain, so that the condition of the business
Imay be gathered at a glance or in detail. The as-
set and liability columns of the balance sheet shouldagree with the balances brought down in the ledger
forthe new year,and the loss and gain columns of thebalance sheet should agree with the Loss and Gain
account in the ledger.

The meanng of the term double entry will now
te apparent to most of my readers, but it is possible
that a word further may be necessary for some.A equal debit and credit (or double entry) isneces-
sarybecause abusiness transaction invariablv affectsat least two things,(alters assets or liabilities'or both,Or changes the condition of the capital). For ex-acnple, if you receive cash for a note, two asset ac-
counts are affected, viz.: Cash and Bills Receiv-able ; if you pay a note, a liability account and an
asset account are affected, viz. : Bills Payable and
bli , if you pay a note and interest upon it, a lia-
a ity account, an asset account, and the-capitalare affected, viz.: Bills Payable, Interest (repre-setative of capital) and Cash. Thinking alongthis line of illustration for a brief period will enableanyone to grasp at least the elementary principles

ofdouble entry bookkeeping, to elucidate which
sthe task 1 undertook mn this paper.

* AGRICULTURE IN THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.

BY INSPECTOR DEARNESS, LONDON.

On two occasions able papers on the teaching of
agriculture in the schools have been delivered at
provincial conventions in Ontario, one by Mr. J.
E. Bryant, M.A., before the Educational Associa-
tion of Ontario in 1890, and the other by Mr. C. C.
James, M.A., before the Trustees' Convention in
1892. Both dealt with the exceeding importance
of agriculture as a pursuit in this country, in viewof the value of our agricultural products, the
anount of capital invested in agriculture, and the
number of persons engaged in it. It is unneces-
sary here to magnify the importance of agriculture,
so we proceed at once to the consideration of what
the school system may do to promote its interests.

Mr. Bryant pointed to France as a country where
scientific agriculture bas had for thirty years a place
in the course of study in the schools, and concur-
rently the average wheat yield per acre has greatly
ncreased. He tells us that,thirty years ago, twen-
ty-two bushels to the acre was considered a good
average, now thirty-three is considered but fair,
from forty to fifty is expected, and that even as
high as eighty bushels per acre bas been obtained.

Mr. James quotes a writer in the Contemforary
Review, the Rev. W. Tuckwell, who attempts to
show the relation of cause and effect between the
school-garden and agricultural college of France
and the fact that 75 per cent. of its population is
rural as against 33 per cent. in England. Doubt-
less, many other causes contribute strongly to these
results, so many and so strong that if England had
done everything and France nothing towards the
teaching of scientific agriculture, the latter country
would still have a far larger percentage of rural
population and much smaller one of emigration.
Yet it is significant that Mr. Tuckwell and others
accord so much credit to the school-garden and
agricultural college for making the French peas-
antry prosperous and contented.

But it may be taken for granted that it is unne-
cessary, before the Central Farmers' Institute, to
enter into a series of arguments to show that our
schools can do something,and should do all in their
power, to advance the status of agriculture.

Is the subject taught now? If so,how efficiently?
In attempting to answer the question, permit me

to review briefly the history of the subject, for it
has a history that dates back to 1871, and one of
which I find that,prior to the placing of the subject
on the curriculum for the High School Entrance
Examinations in 1888, many well-informed farmers
are quite ignorant.

HISTORY OF " AGRICULTURE " IN THE SCHOOLS OF
ONTARIO.

The 13th section of the School Act of 1871 made
it obligatory that certain scientific subjects should
be taught in the Public Schools, and, in defending
the "new studies," the late Dr. Ryerson said,
through the official fournal of Education, that
" these subjects are such, and are prescribed to
such an extent only, as is absolutely necessary for
the advancement of the country in agriculture, the
mechanical arts and manufactures .... and, when
the cheap and excellent text-books prescribed are
examined in connection with the subjects specified,
it will be found that nothing bas been introduced
which is impracticable or for mere show, but every-
thing for practical use and that which admits of
easy accomplishment." The text-books referred to
included Dr. Ryerson's First Lessons in Agricul-
ture, which contained the course in Chemistry,
Botany, and Agriculture for the Public Schools
and for the junior forms of the High School.
Further, he made provision for special certificates
for the teaching of agriculture in the Public
Schools. A course of of instruction was laid down,
an examination establisbed, and first and second-
class teachers who passed this special examination
and taught the subjects were led to expect their
schools would receive a special Government grant,
an expectation I have reason to remember, for it
prompted me to qualify for and pass the said special
examnation. An inflexible course of study was
prescribed and, whether the teacher had studied
agriculture and science or not, they were directed
to use the "First Lessons in Agriculture" in the
highest three classes.

* A Paper read before the Central Farmers' Institute, Toronto.
February, x895.

Beginning witlh 1871, the annual provincial re-
ports showed that there were put in the study of
agriculture according to the lines laid down in
Ryerson's First Lessons,

In 1871........ .. 5,723 pupils.
1872......... 11,773 "
1873........ 22,617

" 1874.... .. .. 15,045
An elective Council of Public Instruction was

called into existence by the School Act of 1874,
and although the saine Act directed the Council to
provide for the teaching of Natural History, Agri-cultural Chemistry, Mecbanics, and Agriculture,yet
it must have taken cognizance of the adverse criti-
cism of the text-book and possibly, too, of the facts
that many teachers were not trained to teach these
subjects and but few schools equipped for teachingthem in a practical manner, for the rigidity of the
course of study was relaxed, and the teachers prac-tised a limited discretion in following it. Accord-
ingly, we find the number reported in Chemistryand Agriculture in 1875, 1,989 pupils. The year
1876 saw the control of the Education Department
pass into the hands of a responsible Minister. A
revised course of study was publisbed in 1877, pro-viding for the optional teaching of experimental
Chemistry, with application to agriculture, in the
highest class in the Public Schools. Succeedingannual statements reported the number in Chemis-
try and Agriculture,

In 1877.......... 3,965 pupils.
" 1878........ 1,902
" 1879.......... 1,665
" 188o ........ .. 1,574
" 1884.... ..... 849

In the last named year the present Minister of
Education took office and in the first Scbool Man-
ual issued under his authority-the School Act and
Regulations of 1885-we find the following direc-
tion :

Agriculture.-In rural schools the subject of
agriculture should occupy a prominent place, such
points being considered as the nature of the soil,
how plants grow and what they feed upon, howfarms are beautified and cultivated, the value of
shade trees, what trees to plant and when to plant
thein, the relation of agriculture to other pursuits,the effects of climate upon the pursuits of the peo-
ple. Poetical selections on rural pursuits,and talks
on botany and natural history, should formn part of
the instruction every Friday afternoon. In the
new series of Readers,prepared under his direction,there were lessons on the leaf, the flower, the fruit,and the seed in both the Second and Third, two on
Canadian trees in the latter, and a capital one on
agriculture in the Fourth.

In the subsequent reports the numbers of pupils
reported as studying Agriculture were :

In 1886............. 1,558
" 1887 ... ......... 1,602

In the School Manual of 1887 the above direc-
tion is repeated, prefaced with the statement that
the authorized text-book on this subject (Public
School Agriculture, by Messrs. Mills and Shaw)
should be introduced into every rural school.

In July, 1888, the subject was given an optional
place as an alternative with Hygiene on the HighSchool Entrance Examination ; then we find the
numbers :

In 1888............. 2,64
1889............. 2,549

" 189o ........... 4,393
In 1891 candidates were permitted to take both

Agriculture and Hygiene as optional and bonus
subjects at the Entrance Examinations ; then there
were reported as studying Agriculture

In 1891........- .. 15,787
" 1892.,.... ..... 1 8,401

In 1893 both subjects ceased, in the interest of
thoroughness, to be bonus subjects, the candidates
taking them being required to make, as in Gram-
mar, Arithmetic, etc., at least one-third of the pos-sible marks. The statistics are not yet published,
but, judging from what I know of a few counties,
I expect to find for 1893 a greatly decreased num-
ber studying Agriculture, and for 1894, when it
was not on the High School Entrance curriculum,
the number will probably fall back to two or three
thousand. Just think of these tens of thousands
of children studying Agriculture, evidently not for
the benefit it would some time be to them on their
farms, but to get into the High School, or to have
the name of passing the examination therefor.
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This review of nearly a quarter century's teach-
ing of Agriculture in the schools shows two high-
water marks-once, about 1873, when the chief
superintendent said to the teachers, " You should
and you must teach this subject in the three high-
est classes from the text-book, ' First Lessons in
Agriculture,'" and again, when the present Minis-
ter said, " You should, and if you do along
the lines of the first seven chapters of the
new text-book, your pupils will be rewarded
by a bonus at the High School Entrance
Examinations." The "should" has been in
the regulations ever since 1871. When the com-
pulsion was relieved by the more flexible course of
study of the elective council, and, again, wben the
stimulation of a bonus at the High School En-
trance Examination was withdrawn, the sequels
show that a sentiment had not grown up which
made trustees insist on the continuance of instruc-
tion in Agriculture in their respective schools.
The authorities have tried both compulsion and
persuasion by turn, with admonition all along, and
yet in the face of these facts I have heard people
blame the " system " or the Education Department
for its absence from the schools. Indeed, so far
as the Regulations are concerned, there is to-day
the same obligation to teach Agriculture as to
teach Reading, Writing, or Arithmetic.

Perbaps not any one here is more anxious than
I to see the principles of scientific agriculture
taught in the schools, and yet I do not regret to
see the attempts made to teach it by rote from
text-books, with written examinations, fail. Arith-
metic, Grammnar, and Literature may be taught in
such a way, in fact, usually are so taught, as to
discipline the intellectual faculties and prepare the
learner to some extent to grapple with the com-
plex problems that confront the farmer. Some of
you may not agree with me, but I have no doubt
that a rational course in parsing, analysis, frac-
tions, mensuration, etc., will, up to the age of four-
teen years, better prepare a boy for success on the
farn than the rote learning of any or all of the
text-books I have yet seen on Agriculture.

It may be useful here to examine what other
countries have done in respect to teaching Agri-
culture in their Public Schools. The opportuni-
ties afforded by the great educational exhibit at
the World's Fair rendered it easy to get much lit-
erature on the subject. Suffice it to say that, of
European countries, so far as I know, France bas
done most, and to the reports of ber methods and
results I will ask your attention for a moment.

AGRICULTURE IN THE SCHOOLS OF FRANCE.
The French Minister of Agriculture addressed

a circular to the prefects on 15tb August, 1887,from which I extract the follov:ing paragraph :
" M. le Prefet: The importance, every day

greater, which Agriculture is taking in the econo-
mic position of nations bas attracted to it much
attention from the various governments.

" In France the least improvement in working
and the smallest invention in machinery bring an
augment of production which means for the coun-
try an increase of its hundreds of millions of agri-
cultural wealth.

" Parliament has not neglected aught to further
private initiative ; exhibitions, agricultural socie-
ties, publications, etc., and everything bas been
done to maintain French agriculture in the posi-
tion it bas ever held. Agricultural education, the
surest and most powerful means of giving to im-
provement a new impulse, bas been specially con-
sidered in France."

The circular refers to the agricultural colleges
and National Institutes, and proceeds to speak of
the " practical schools " established in 1873, open
to the sons of the peasantry, whom they receive
from the Public Schools and maintain more
cheaply than the colleges. In 1887 there were
nineteen of these schools, one in each of nineteen
out of the eighty-six Departments forming the Re-
public. These seem to bear the saine relation to
the Agricultural College that our county Model
Schools bear to the Normal School. The chil-
dren who enter these must have a certain prepara-
tion ; and it is necessary in agricultural districts to
direct the courses of study in the High Schools to-
wards Agriculture.

Hence, the circular continues, we must organize
in the Public Schools a course of instruction in the
first ideas and the principal applications of science
in reference to agricultural instruction, over which
the teachers must carefully watch, as it is the
basis.

After lamenting the lack of skilled teachers, the
circular points to what the Haute Saone Depart-
ment bas done by way of public scholarships, and
concludes by directing each prefect to learn what
his Conseil-general will do towards founding schol-
arships, organizing experiment stations, and es-
tablishing Agricultural courses in the colleges and
High Schools.

Mr. C. C. James, in the paper referred to above,
related the status the subject bad reached at the
beginning of the present decade. The law of 1879
was going into effect as rapidly as trained teachers
could be cbtained. It was planned to have a
special professor in every Normal School by 1885,
and to require the Public Schools to have Agricul-
ture taught in every one of them by 1888. This
scheme would set eighty-six Professors of Agricul-
ture at work, their salaries being borne equally by
the district and by the government. These were
appointed to instruct the teachers-in-training, to
assist at farmers' institutes, and to supervise inves-
tigations when so directed by the government.
Many of the Public Schools have gardens attached,
and all the Normal Schools were supposed to be
provided with gardens. Work with agricultural
bearing was presented for the different classes in
the Public Schools ; even the first class had some-
thing to do. Much emphasis was placed on the
value of the school garden and the museum, and
the teachers were recommended to take their
pupils on visits to good farms and dairies.

At the last Educational Congress held at Paris,
M. Martel presented the report of the section de-
voted to agricultural, industrial, and commercial
education. Of the teaching of Agriculture the re-
port stated :

In primary education it was evidently impos-
sible to make agriculturists in the true sense of the
word ; to children from six to thirteen years of age
it is necessary, through a scientific method, to give
a taste for things agricultural, to accustom them to
habits of observation and to make them capable
of understanding what bas been written for them
in books. In the High School, however, the
teaching of Agriculture, while preserving a scien-
tific character, might be largely developed ; a spe-
cial course in Agriculture would be in place there,
theoretical explanations being complemented by
practical work either in a garden or a field for ex-
periments. The General Congress adopted the
following three resolutions based on the report :

(i) The teaching of Agriculture in the Public
School, often belped by lessons, exercises, and,
above all, by the museum, the garden, and school
expeditions, should be based primarily on simple
experiments relating to the growth of vegetables.

(2) At the High School the special course of
Agriculture and the demonstrations in the field for
experiments should be adapted to local needs.

(3) At the Model and Normal Schools the
teachers-in-training should be made competent to
teach Agriculture under the conditions enunciated
in the two preceding resolutions.

In the foregoing sketch the naines used are not
those of the French schools, but those of our own
schools of the most nearly corresponding grade.

(To be continued.)

%cience.
Edited by W. H. Jenkins, B.A., Principal Owen SoundCollegiate Institute.

EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE.

The two sciences on the High School curriculum
which lend themselves specially to experimental
work are chemistry and physics. Botany and
zoology are yet taught mainly as observational
sciences. Here and there a little work of an ex-
perimental nature is being done on plants and ani-
mals, but the amount is so small that, in a discus-
sion of experimental science work, the two former
subjects will be mainly considered. There are two
views held by teachers of physics and chemistry
as to the meaning of " experimental" work, as ap-
plied to these studies. Not a few teachers hold
that the teachers should, alone (with occasional
mechanical assistance from bis pupils), illustrate
with suitable apparatus the various phenomena of
the subject under consideration, that the students
should be passive observers and recorders of facts,
the explanation of which should then be required
of the pupils, assisted by the skilful questioning of

the teacher. It is to be noted that the teachers
who hold this view are inclined to modify it in
favor of the second plan (to be mentioned) in the
case of chemistry. Some teachers of physics go
so far as to assert that experiments should be car-
ried out only to confirm the principles previously
taught, i.e., presunably by the method of telling.
A second view held by science teachers, the num-
ber of whom, both in Ontario and in the United
States, is rapidly increasing, is that the student
himself should conduct the experimental work, re-
ceiving merely the necessary instructions in regard
to manipulation of the required apparatus.

Those who hold the former view say that the
pupil must be instructed as to what he should see
in order that he may see it ; the upholders of the
second view maintain that if a boy is to be taught
the power of observation he must be given an op-
portunity for self-development. Thoughtful stu-
dents of these two methods are rapidly coming to
the conclusion that the first plan is mechanical, the
second plan educative. Hence the greater stress
that is being laid on individual work by the stu-
dent. Leaders in this work become convinced,
after varied experiences, that the student should
do bis own experimenting, bis own observing, and
bis own thinking, and not have manufactured for
him glib phrases which do not enter into bis ex-
perience. There are many factors, however,
which have to be considered in order to carry out
individual experimental work successfully. Proper
laboratories and a good equipment may not count
for much if a course is unsuitable, the time too
limited, or the teacher incompetent. A good
teacher may be hampered by want of time assigned
on the school programme, or by an unsuitable course
of study. These are often more difficult to over-
come than lack of apparatus. The longer he
teaches, the less elaborate equipment he requires.
It is only young teachers who want brass-mounted
fixtures of elaborate and costly workmanship. The
most progressive teachers are now seeking to
make their pupils manufacturers of their own ap-
paratus, with a consequent enormous gain in pre-
cision and definiteness in knowledge. The day of
text-book science is gradually disappearing-let
us hope forever ; and with it is disappearing, al-
though more slowly, the idea that time is not an
essential element in experimental work in science.

PRIMARY PHYSICS.

i. A beam of light is admitted through an aper-ture two inches in diameter, into a darkened room.
Explain by diagrams what takes place in the fol-
lowing cases :

(a) A pane of glass is held so as to cut the bearin
of light obliquely.

(b) A piece of glass having its surface ground is
held so as to cut the beam obliquely.

(c) The ground glass is held so that its surface
receives the light at right angles, and about two
feet from a white wall.

(d) The pane of glass is treated as in (c).
(e) The beam of light is received upon a con-

cave reflector.
2. Show the following cells arranged in series

delivering a current to an incandescent lamp andan electric bell in parallel ; all parts must be
shown and named: Lechancé, Daniell, Bunsen.

3. (a) A compass is placed on one pole of a flat
bar magnet and gradually moved to the other end.
State what occurs.

(b) What is polarization ? State and explainits effects, and state how it may be prevented.
4. (a) How would you ascertain how much chalk

it would take to write your name on the black-
board ?

(b) A crayon is placed in colored water one-half
inch deep. Explain what occurs.

5. (a) Bells and whistles may often be heard
very distinctly before a rain. Explain.

(b) Why do aeronauts find it difficult to make
themselves heard when high in air?

QUESTIONS FOR YOUNG OBSERVERS.

BIRDS.
What were the first three spring birds that re-turned ?
If you wisbed to find them, wbere would you

go ?
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What do these birds live on ? Where do they
stay at night ?

Do they stay with us all summer ?
Name a bird that comes in the spring, stays a

few days, and disappears again until fall, when we
again see him for a few days before he goes away
for the winter.

In what month do the swallows come?
PLANTS.

What was the first tree out in leaf this spring?
How long does it take them to grow to full

size ?
Compare their color when they first burst from

the bud with their color in a month from that
time.

In what kind of places do lilies grow ? Violets ?
Does sap stop flowing before the leaves come

out ?
Where does grass grow tall ?

GENERAL.

When do the frogs sing, and for how long ?
Why are fish easily caught in spring?
Where were the fishworms all winter?
In what month are butterfies plentiful ?
How can you tell now whether an apple tree is

likely to have a good crop of apples next fall ?

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

T.H.B., Campbellville.-Ques.-i. Why does
the magnetic needle point always nearly north and
south, and not exactly north and south ?

2. Why is more than one image formed when a
lighted candle is held in front of a plate-glass mir-
ror ?

3. Will the bottom of a vessel containing water
burn the hand more readily when its contents are
at 70° than when it is at boiling point ?

4. Why when a stove is smoking does it cease if
you open the door of the room, and why when
not smoking will it sometimes smoke if the door is
opened ?

Ans.-i. The earth is assumed, from its beha-
vior towards magnetic needles, to be a magnet.
Its magnelic poles do not correspond in position
to its geographical poles, but lie east of the north
geographical pole and west of the south geogra-
phical pole, hence a compass needle (which is a
magnetic), in obeying the law of magnets, takes up
a position parallel with the magnetic poles of the
earth.

2. This question will have to be answered by
correspondence, as it requires a diagram for ex-
planation.

3. At ioo' water is converted to steam, whichrises from the bottom, thus creating momentarily
a vacuum, which is filled by the cooler surface or
upper water coming to this point

4. In the first case, the outer air, being cooler
and heavier than the warmer air of the room,
forces the air and smoke down the chimney. If a
door be opened, the inequality of pressure is set up
in the opposite direction. In the second case re-
verse the conditions which led to the smoking
in the first case, and you must reverse the rem-edy.

BIRD LovER.-Ques.-Please'give a descrip-
tion of the Baltimore oriole ? Are they found in
Ontario ?

Ans.-Male: head, neck, and back, black; rump,
upper tail coverts, lesser wing coverts, most of tail,
and all under parts, a rich red-orange ; middle tail
feathers black ; middle and greater coverts and
inner quills edged or tipped with white ; length,
seven to eight inches ; tail, three inches. Female,smaller and much paler, the black obscured by
Olive. It occurs pretty generally throughout
Ontario ; arrives in May and retires in September.

L.E.A. writes a very encouraging letter, and en-quires about " Nature Study," which is attracting
and receiving so much notice in the United States.
A future issue will contain a short account of some
work done by American teachers along this line,
and the results attained.

PRIVATE STUDENT, Simcoe. -Ques.--Why doesholding a wire net in a flame nearly extinguish it ?
Ans.-Gases require to be heated to a certaintemperature (called the ignition point) before they

Will take fire. When the net is placed in the flame.the metal conducts the heat away so rapidly thatIt cools the gas below its ignition point.

lbfnts anb 1belps.
WHAT I SAW IN SCHOOLS.

A LIVE SCHOOL.

IL.
BY VISITON.

"As is the teacher so is the school." This old
saw is true. Its truth came home to your Visitor
with added significance in some schools recently
visited. It is but a recognition, in a special sphere,
of the law of action and re-action, which obtains in
all the activities of life as well as in the physical
relations of things. This law is of universal ap-
plication. The effects of its operation are clearly
obvious in the school-room. It bas found expres-
sion in various pithy proverbs, among which are,
"A noisy teacher makes a noisy school," "The
teacher and his school are sixes and sevens," and
the Scotch adage, " Sic maister, sic scholars.''
Since, then, it is commonly accepted that a school is
a reflection of the teacher, it follows that a live
school must of necessity have a live te:icher. That
is the first and, perhaps, the only necessary condi-
tion. And,as we may reason from effects to causes,
an enumeration of some of the "effects " or facts
which impress a visitor as characteristic of a live
school will surely determine whether the teacher
is a live one or not.

The first thing that strikes the visitor in such a
school is the neatness and cleanliness of the school-
room. Even if the floor and walls have not re-
ceived,from the trustees or caretaker, the attention
which proper sanitation would demand, there is an
air of refinement and orderliness around that is
exceedingly pleasant. The sweeping and dusting
were well done. No cobwebs lurk in the corners
or stretch in tangled and dusty fretwork across the
room. The children's clothing and hats are not
scattered on the floor, as often seen, but are hung
on hooks or nails provided for the purpose. (Many
rural schools are not yet furnished with cloak-
rooms). "A place for everything and everything
in its place" seems to be the law of the school.
Trustees are often slow to attend to these small
matters, but a live teacher has ways and means of
getting things done that never occur to the dead or
indifferent teacher. Usually trustees are much
more ready to assist in keeping the building and
premises in good order when they find a teacher
anxious to have a tidy, well-ordered school.

The next thing that strikes the visitor is the
spirit of work pervading the school. The pupils
take one good look at the visitors (it would be cruel
to deny them that lean privilege), then go on with
their various exercises as if unconscious of the
presence of strangers. There is no show of author-
ity on the part of the teacher. After a few words
of greeting, he resumes his work. The conversa-
tion between himself and his pupils is carried on in
a natural, easy tone. There is none of that shrill
harshness one too often hears in the teacher's
voice-that voice of command which startles and
pains those who are unaccustomed to its imperious
ring, and causes a distressful feeling of unrest in
pupils of sensitive, nervous organizations. The
energy of the teacher is shown, not in loud
manifestations of sound or action, but in that quiet,
permeating influence which secures rapidity of ac-
tion in the pupils without noise or shuffling. The
teacher who is continually calling out, " Too much
noise in the room!" " Stop that noise now !" " Or-
der! order !" and so on, is the teacher who never has
good order. It is not secured in that way. With-
out good order, it is hardly necessary to say, there
cannot be good work. At least, such appears to
be the teaching of experience.

A third characteristic of a live school is the con-
duct of the pupils during the recesses. There is
no boisterous shouting, or running through the
room, no wrestling or upsetting of benches and
desks, no noisy bedlam of discordant sounds.
The boys do not lounge around with bats or caps
on, showing want of respect to teacher and visi-
tors. These things are yet tolerated in many
rural schools. It goes without saying that the re-
cesses afford the live teacher some of the very
rarest opportunities for true culture. He can
direct the harmless natural buoyancy of youth and
childhood into more refined channels, and impress
upon his pupils a feeling of respect for the rights
of others which can not be enforced so well by any
direct teaching. There are teachers who will
shrug their shoulders wben restraint during school
recesses is even mildly hinted at. They are like a
pedagogue who, after hearing an admirable ad-
dress on the unity of the Ontario system of educa-
tion, shook himself, to see if he were really free,
so " straight '" he thought the system was.
Doubtless he believed in the utmost liberty of
speech and action, even license, in his own school.
Anything like restriction was repugnant to him,
hence his melancholy shrug. Let such teachers
consider well which system is best for the pupils-
whether the lax, go-as-you-please discipline pro-
duces the highest type of character or makes the
best citizens. Is it not a matter beyond perad-
venture that those pupils who are subject to mild
restraint and firm discipline are more mannerly in
their deportment, have finer feelings, are better
students, and are better equipped every -way for
the duties of life ?

Another feature of the live school is the mutual
interchange of confidence between teacher and
pupils. On the one side there is sympathy, on the
other trust and respect. At the recitations the
pupils are eagerly attentive. The teacher is al-
lowed to teach-for governing is so regulated as
to take care of itself. There is absolutely no in-
terference or annoyance from the desks while the
recitation is in progress, hence there is no distrac-
tion, not disturbance, no wasted energies or loss of
time.

The influence of such a teacher is far-reaching.
Not on the present generation alone are its effects
seen, but far into the future its circumference
widens.

Its echoes roll from soul to soul,
And grow forever and forever."

How often in after life we think of our old teachers
as of those who have influenced us most ! Do we
not remember the person long after his wise coun-
sel and teaching have been forgotten ? We in-
fluence most, after all, by what we are, not by
what we teach. If all teachers were possessed of
this fineness of spirit, this quiet, all-determining
forcefulness, yet withal gentleness, this kindness
of heart, this sympathy with child-life in its en-
tirety, how soon would every school be a live
school in the highest and best sense of that term !
The effect would, indeed, be the intellectual, not to
say the moral, regeneration of the world.

For THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.

LADY LUNA.

Lady Luna shines serene,
Stars around her, bright, are seen,
Comets fly on swiftest wing.
Planets, too, beside ber swing.
Meteors, bright-winged, flying fast,
Soon to earth, in darkness, cast;
Shining star-eyes gem the sky,
Brightly blazing-then they die.
Still shines Luna, calm and fair,
Luna, queen of sky and air,
Sailing high in silvery light,
Lady Luna, queen of night.
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lrímary Department.
SPELLING.

RHODA LEE.

How often one hears complaints of
trouble in teaching spelling! It is not,
however, in the lesson proper that the
difficulty lies, as the average pupil can
readily learn a list of eight or ten words,
and know them perfectly on the day re-
quired ; it is when the children have occa-
sion to use the words in story or letter
writing and language work of all kinds
that we find the mistake, proving the use-
lessness of mere isolated word-teaching.
Lists of words may be given, and with
advantage ; but, if this be the only mteans
of teaching spelling, it is bound to prove
a failure. The thing needful is to be able
to use the words correctly, and to acquire
this it is necessary to teach words con-
nected with others.

Without doubt, the best way of impress-
ing the spelling of words is through the
sight-medium. Let me again give the old
quotation :

That which strikes the eye
Lives long upon the 'mind ; the faithful sight
Engraves the knowledge with a beam of light

I once visited a class in which the chil-
dren impressed me as being very much
above the average in the subject of spell-
ing. Indeed, so efficient were they in this
branch that I made enquiries of the
teacher as to the method employed. She
told me that first of all she determined to
make good spellers, and in the next place
she used any and every opportunity and
lawful means of reaching the desired end.
The idea which she found most helpful to
the little ones, she said, was that of the
camera. All children are interested in
picture taking. The picture idea is not
new, but it is certainly very useful. A
curtain of some kind is, of course, neces-
sary.

But, before giving further details of the
device, I must say that I think that in
some classes a great deal of time is spent
upon words that do not require teaching.
In selecting words for spelling from a les-
son in the reader, the difficult ones should
first be selected ; and those in regard
to which we are doubtful dictated to
the class, that we may discover whether
or not any teaching is required. The
simple, purely phonetic ones may be en-
tirely omitted.

Now, as to the system to which Miss B.
attributed her success. Each word is in
turn written on the blackboard in a short
sentence, the one she wishes to impress
being in colored chalk, or underlined
heavily. Children read the sentence, spell
the word, and are given time to take the
" photograph." The other words of the
sentence, to deepen the impression, are
erased, and the curtain is then drawn.
The word is now dictated, either alone,
or, as is preferable, in a short sentence.
The curtain is then drawn back, and any
corrections necessary are made. When
the whole lesson has been gone over in
this way thé words are written in note
books, and studied at home. Before

dictating the lesson on the following morn-
ing at 11.40 the class is asked to write, as
busy work, each word six times. The
words are then dictated in short sentences,
and left on the desks to be examined
during the noon recess.

Opening a cupboard door, Miss B.
showed me several bundles of paper cut
about four inches square. These were
spelling-slips, and were frequently used in
place of slates. When the work was done
on paper, those that were perfect and dis-
played greatest cajre and neatness were
preserved and a record of them kept.

Frequçnt reviews are necessary to mak-
ing good spellers. Contests between the
girls and boys, conducted either as an
old-fashioned oral spelling-match, or on
paper, are good.

Words containing especial difficulties
should be kept in a list on the blackboard
and " photographed " as often as pos-
sible.

Supplementary spelling is just as neces-
sary as supplementary reading. Words
connected in thought, such as those sug-
gested by the following list, may be taken
for spelling lessons

i. Trees.
2. Flowers.
3. Vegetables.
4. Birds.
5. Colors.
6. Domestic animals.
7. Days of the week.
8. Months.
9. Parts of the body.

10. Household furnishings.
1. Farm implements.
12. Occupations.
13. Articles sold in various stores.
14. Geographical terms.

Sets of words alike in formation
i. Silent e final-

(a) affecting internal sound,-
hate, came, spade, bone, store,
rode, fire, line, kite, mete,
pure, tune, mule.

(b) without a ff e c t i n g previous
vowel,-

gone, love, live, above, have,
give, move.

2. Silent 1, as in,-
half, talk, chalk, calm, palm,
walk, calf, yolk, stalk.

3. Silent gh, as in,-
right, lig
sight, stra
nigh, sigh

ht, might, fight,
ight, fright, slight,

4. Peculiarities of ough :
Bought, rough, through, hiccough,
fought, tough, though,
thought, cough,
wrought,
nought.

5. Silent initial w:
write, wrote, written, wrong,
wrist, wrench, wring, wrung,
wretched.

Above all things else, however, let me
urge practice, usage, copying selections,
etc. That is the way to familiarize chil-
dren with words. There is a good deal
of drudgery in connection with spelling;
there is no easy road to the goal of good

spelling; it is simply repeat, repeat, and
repeat ; but there may be in the above
some suggestion that may help some
struggler in the race.

FIRST STEPS IN READING.

RHODA LEE.

The first steps in reading have become
somewhat of an old story to the Primary
Department, but, a request having just
reached us for suggestions in the work of
beginning, we will endeavor to give a
brief outline of the nethods employed in
phonic teaching.

Begin with the continuous voice-con-
sonant m and the vowel a. As a means
of interesting the little ones we call the
consonants boys and the vowels girls.
Besides giving the sounds of the letters,
teach the children to write them. Script
should, of course, be used entirely at first.
Reading print is all we do in general, and
the transition from script to print presents
no difficulty.

After introducing and teaching the
sounds of these two letters the next step
is to combine them to form a word. The
children at first give the sounds some dis-
tance apart, but gradually bring them
closer until the word ma is recognized.

As but two words, am and ma, are pos-
sible with these sounds we pass as quickly
as possible to t. This we call the " boy
who stutters." If the letters be made
very simply the children will have no
trouble in copying them.

Following t introduce s, the goose
sound ; then p, the old man who panted
with the weight of the bundle on his back
when going up hill.

The teachingof thesefirst five lettersmay
occupy about two weeks, as it is desirable
that the children should be able to do a
great deal with them before proceeding to
anything new. About thirty words can
be made with m, a, t, s, and p.

The best exercise in sound coalescence
consists in the teacher giving the separate
sounds, the class recognizing and naming
the word. A great many exercises of this
kind may be given in a short time.

There are numberless little devices for
introducing new letters. One is to draw
a row of houses, each containing a letter.
A new house goes up at the end of the
row, and in it is the new letter. Two or
three strokes of the crayon will do all the
drawing necessary without any waste of
time. Another plan represents all the
letters playing in a garden. The new-
comer appears, the others speak to him,
and he in turn says what he can.

Let us suppose s to be the new letter.
Its sound has been given, and the chil-
dren can write the letter after a fashion.
There are now two ways in which we may
give work : 1st, as an ear problem ; 2nd,
as an eye problem. As illustrative of the
first method the teacher says the word
sam. Children write it on their slates.
In the second process the teacher writes a
word such as sat. The children sound and
whisper the word to her. At first the
sounding, of necessity, is audible, but as,
soon as possible suppress it.
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Suitable desk work should be planned
and assigned. Exercises such as writing
all the words containing the sound of a,
making words by prefixing letters to at,
aß, am, etc.

Boxes or packages of letters may be
given to the children, with which they
make words. As each word is made it is
written on the slate.

In conducting a lesson at the black-
board it is always advisable to give a few
minutes extra to the slower pupils. The
nethod adopted for discovering the needy

ones is to give a rather difficult test at the
end of the lesson. All who succeed in
getting it go to their seats, work being
provided for them. Those remaining at
the board receive a little more drill and
another test is given, those who get it
going likewise to their desks. In this way
the slower pupils are kept up with the rest
of the class.

These few suggestions may serve as a
beginning, but will, if possible, be supple-
niented from time to time by methods in
the more advanced stages of the work.
We would, however, refer our readers to
recent back numbers of THE JOURNAL for
a more complete outline of the system.

CLASS RECITATIONS.

Five little rabbits went out to walk,
They liked to boast as well as to talk.
The first one says, " I hear a gun,"
The second one says, " I will not run,"
The little one cried, " Let's stay in the shade,"
The big one said, " I'm not afraid."
Bang, bang, went the gun,
And they ran every one.

II.

Five little mice on the pantry floor,
Seeking for breadcrumbs or something more;
Five little mice on the shelf up high,
Feasting so daintily on a pie.
But the big round eyes of the wise old cat
See what the five little mice are at ;
Quickly she jumps, and the mice run away,
And hide in their snug little holes all day.
" Feasting in pantries may be very nice,
But home is the best," said the five little mice.

-Anon.

NOTE.-Let the fingers of the left hand repre-
sent both rabbits and mice, and point to each one
as mentioned. At the words " Bang, bang," strike
the desk with closed fists.

STORIES FOR REPRODUCTION.

THE SHEPHERD BOY AND THE WOLF.

A shepherd boy who watched a flock
of sheep near a village brought out the
villagers three or four times a day by cry-
Ing out "Wolf! wolf! " and when his
neighbors came to help him, laughed at
their pains. The wolf, however, did truly
come at last. The shepherd' boy, now
really alarmed, shouted in an agony of
terror: " Pray do come and help me, the
Wolf is killing the sheep." , But no one
Paid any heed to his cries, nor rendered
any assistance. The wolf, having no
cause for fear, took it easy, and lacer-
ated or destroyed the whole flock. There
is no believing a liar even when he speaks
the truth.

Corresponbence.
To the Editor of THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

SIR,-At a convention of teachers, I heard a man
say that we should always strive to go from the
"known to the unknown." Of course, the expres-
sion is common enough ; but I frankly confess
that I do not understand it. Will some one, who
holds it, be good enough to describe the process,
and say in what conditions it is possible.

BENJAMIN BISHFAG.

RAISING THE STANDARD.

To the Editor of THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

SIR,-The appearance of numerous letters in
recent numbers of THE JOURNAL shows that teach-
ers are awakening to the fact that something must
be done to improve the condition of teachers be-
fore teaching ceases to be a profession.

I fail to see how the raising of the age standard
will be fair to those who have the ability to secure
non-professional certificates at the age of seven-
teen or eighteen, but who have not sufficient means
to enable them to prosecute their studies until old
enough to teach.

I also think that the extension of the Model
School and Normal School terms will increase the
students' pecuniary troubles, and will not do away
with the present grievances without being very
unfair to the poor. When I attended the Model
School there were students there who had barely
sufficient means to enahle them to finish the term.
If the term were lengthened these would be forced
to give up the notion of teaching. No doubt the
number of teachers would be diminished by this
plan, but it would be an unjust discrimination in
favor of the rich. It would also debar those who,
from circumstances, are accustomed to persistent
effort, a class from which the greatest men in all
ages have been produced.

The increasing of the teacher's work by the addi-
tion of the higher grades is perhaps as fair to the
poor as to the rich, but I contend it is unfair
to all teachers, especially to those in rural sections.
Will those who were the means of bringing about
this change consider the duties of a rural school
teacher ? Even the shrewdest has from forty to fifty
lessons to teach in a day, an average of from six to
eight minutes for each lesson. Now, this work,
which is taught in High Schools in lessons of forty
minutes, is crowded into Public School lessons of
five or six minutes' duration. Surely this plan is
most absurd. The idea that it will increase the
salaries of teachers is deceptive. It has a directly
opposite effect, as it secures the approval of those
ratepayers only who are directly benefited, and
incurs the displeasure of the others, who consider
the higher education to be at the expense of the
lower. I have ample proof that this is the case.

Of all the schemes brought forward, I think the
raising of the standard of knowledge at the teach-
ers' examinations comes nearest the mark. Not an
increase in the number or extent of the subjects
for examination, but rather a decrease. Students
manage to get into High School work with a
meagre knowledge of Public School work. Thev
hurry through Algebra, Euclid, Botany, etc., and
get certificates with a very superficial knowledge of
these. By this time they have forgotten a large
amount of the knowledge gained at the Public
School. They are, however, polished up at the
Model School and sent out to-keep school.
From this I deduce that the whole system ofexam-
mations is wrong. To remedy it, require each
pupil to have a profound knowledge of the work
studied. -Decrease the number of subjects for ex-
amination, and raise the standard of marks to
6623 per cent. on each subject and 75 per cent. on
the whole, or even make it higher. Make a choice
of questions, but require each answer to be full and
exhaustive. This, at least, will be somewhat fair
to the student in poor circumstances, as he can
succeed through ability and extra work. It will
cut off those deficient in ability. It will ennoble
the profession and elevate education in the minds
of the people.

Yours sincerely,
LACHLAN GILCHRIST.

Hoath Head, April 4th, 1895.

Zcboo-1Roomî fibetbobs
HISTORY.

W. S. DANIELS, SOUTHCOTE, ONT.

How to make the vague and far-offpast real and
interesting to the average scholar is a question that
many teachers are led to ask before dealing long
with the subject of History. In so far as the de-
tails of war are concerned, most boys take delight
in the subject, but any teacher who makes the
teaching of wars the end, or even the most import-
ant factor in historical research, misses the goal.
In dealing with Canadian History, at least, an ac-
count of the development of our present system of
Government ought to be aimed at, coupled with a
glowing desire to inspire the children with a rever-
ence and love for the efforts of our forefathers as
they heroically sought to establish the principles
and lay the foundations of a constitution that every
Canadian boy and girl ought to consider a noble
heritage. The dislike which many teachers have
for the subject is owing to the way in which they
studied it. According to the old system of teaching
history, pupils in Public Schools started with the
authorized text-book, began at the beginning and
ended at the end, studying each event in order of
time, and by all means striving not to forget the
date of any event, however trivial. As a result,
history was dry mental food. At the close of his
school-term, the average pupil could be said to
possess only a jumbled collection of ideas, illogical-
ly arranged, and hence soon forgotten. Why bur-
den the mind with so much unimportant material?
Better lay aside the text-book and, using it for
reference only, lead the pupil to build a conception
of history as the carpenter builds a house : frame-
work first, siding, roofing, shingles, and paint after-
wards.

The artist beholds a lovely tree standing out in
grandeur and symmetry of form against the golden
sunset, and proceeds to depict it upon canvas.
Does he begin at one extremity and proceed to the
other, portraying branch, leaf, trunk, in order of
their proximity to him ? Farotherwise. He must
follow the logic of nature, trunk, branches, twigs,
leaves. So with that other artist, the teacher, if
he would produce,in indelible colors of harmonious
blending, a symmetrical picture of past events upon
the mental canvas.

The following is an outline method which, though
defective in some ways, bas served the writer a
good turn, and may help some one who is at a loss
how to interest the boys in history.

After a few questions based upon what the pu-
pils knew of the Indians and their modes of living,
a slight knowledge of what is meant by the term
history was obtained. This done, a rude sketch of
an old oak tree was drawn upon the board with the
term " Canadian History " written upon its trunk.
This tree, the children were told, sprouted into life
about four hundred years ago and still lives. Dur-
ing all these years it has developed seven large
branches, which were then added to the picture,
each having written upon it an important event in
history, with its date and the name of that man
who was most prominently connected with it.

The following is a summary of these events and
attached are all the dates required to be remem-
bered :

. Discovery of America, 1492, Christopher Co-
lumbus.

2. Discovery of Canada, 1534, Jacques Cartier.

3. Conquest of Canada, 1759, Gen. Wolfe.
4. Constitutional Act, 1791, John Russell.
5. War of 1812-13-14, Sir Isaac Brock.
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6. Act of Union, 1840, John Poulett Thompson.
7. British North America Act, 1867, Sir J. A.

Macdonald.
No questions were asked, the pupils simply being

told to memorize these seven (really twenty-one)
facts, and afterwards thoroughly drilled. When the
size and proportions of each were learned, and not
until then, other smaller branches might be added
to the tree. A lesson was then taken on each event
in the following manner: Without any preparation
on the part of the pupils, all such preparation being
reserved for the teacher, the class were told plainly
and carefully the story of the lesson, and then re-
quired to write out what they remembered. This
done, the exercises were corrected somewhat as a
composition exercise might be taken up, the pupils
having access to their text-books in order to dis-
cover mistakes. This method, we believe, has
three strong arguments in its favor. I. It is decid-
edly analytical. II. By the association of each
event with its proper date and the name of its
chief promoter, memory is greatly aided. 11I. The
pupils being told the story of an event and then re-
quired to write it out are thus afforded one of the
finest and most bracing of mental exercises. We
believe these are the seven most important events
in our Canadian history, and, though others ofim-
portance might be added, still any child in a Public
School who has thoroughly nastered each event
in the above list, as to cause, conditions, and effect,
will have laid a good foundation for future instruc-
tion in the subject. If circumstances require it, all
events of importance lying between any two of the
above might be mentioned as such, and their con-
nection with the same briefly dwelt upon until the
original framework is embellished and concealed.

Southcote, March 27th.

HOW SHOULD HISTORY BE TAUGHT?*

JAMES P. TAYLOR, LINDSAY.

How should history be taught to give the best
knowledge of the subject ? Perhaps the best
knowledge of history is given by the method or
methods of teaching it which are in vogue to-day ;
also, perhaps not. What is the general method of
teaching history ? I am not able to say posltively ;
but, so far as I can gather from hearsay, from
educational papers, and from examination papers,
history is still taught by the analytic method. If
it is, the best knowledge of history is not given.
What is the process ? We take the history of the
Dominion (I restrict myself to the history of our
own country), and break it into parts ; we then
break the parts into fragments ; and, if we wish
to be exceptionally thorough, we pulverize the
fragments. What is the result ?-a knowledge of
particulars, a knowledge in detail. And this is
the best knowledge, the only knowledge, obtain-
able by analysis. The more we analyze, remem-
ber, the more we multiply particulars. Let me
not be' misunderstood here. I am not decrying
the method, nor am I despising a knowledge of
particulars. I simply say that by the analytic
teaching of history we cannot impart the best, the
highest, knowledge of the subject.

What must we do, then, to give a better knowl-
edge ? First of all, by analysis, we must give a
detailed knowledge, a knowledge of particulars ;
how many or how few I will not venture to say.
When this is done, face the pupils about, and
direct them to integrate these particulars, work
them into a coherent whole. Then the pupils will

* A rgr presented before the East Victoria Teachers' Insti-

have the superior knowledge-a clear, comprehen-
sive knowledge of the whole history. They will
see the particulars in their order, in their connec-
tions, and in their relations. They'll have a
knowledge altogether above a mere knowledge of
promiscuous particulars.

Who has such a knowledge? The man that
wrote the history. How did he come by it?
From us, perhaps, he got many of his particulars;
what more he needed he gathered from other
sources. When he had enough matter, particu-

1661

1761

1811

1849

1870 ... .....
187 . ......................

lars, he turned about and began to make the his-
tory. He first laid down the foundation lines, and
upon these lines he placed his particulars in order,
giving to each particular a space proportionate to
its importance. When he had done this, he had
made the history, and, when he had made the his-
tory, he knew it. He knew it in and out, forth
and back, up and down, through and through; he
knew it in detail, and he could see it as a living
organic whole. He knew thé history.

I am now prepared to answer the question that
I proposed at first, How should history be taught
in order to give the best knowledge of the subject ?
I answer, By the breaking-down process and by
the building-up process-by analysis and by syn-
thesis. Analysis is of the first importance ; syn-
thesis is of the last importance.

Do I mean, then, that every pupil should
write out for himself the history of his country ?
Well, I mean it, but I know it would be useless to
say it. We could find no time for such work.

17701............

17841 ..-- .

But let me outline what we can do. We can do
what we have been doing ; we can make the pupils
familiar with particulars ; when this is done, we can
draw on the board the foundation lines of the his-
tory, placing upon them, as we draw them, the first
set of important events. Then go over them, and
lay down the next set of important events, and so
on, filling up to any degree of fullness. Then, if
we have not time to write it out, we can talk it
out.
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tQueitton Irawer.
Al questions for this department,like al com-

j trrIcatione for any other departiment of THE
DUNAL must be authenticated wit the naine

addro-s of the writer, and muet be written
oue side of the paper only. Questions b%I lcbe classified according to the sub-

,lit .e. tions for the English the Mathe- i
i tUe Scientific, and the general informa- "

On deatnnsbould be written on Separate
]j5O that each set may be forwar'ed t the

tor of the particular department. If you
erve ,ruOpt answers to questions, please ob-nierues.

HARRISTON STUDENT.-See Science tDepartment in lune.
S.A.C.-Ascertain the number of days

she teaches before leaving at midsummer.
DI1vide the yearly salary agreed on by the
total number of teaching davs in the year, t
and multiply the quotient by the first num-
ber (days of actual teaching). The pro-duct will be the amount of salary due.

T.P.K.-(I) Pronounced rabla, mon-tän',
'a -kam, ra-tik'.i-us, re-nas'-cence, com-ën'
l'is, bäs'do.

(2) Write to Education Department for
Information about requirements for ad-
lission to Normal Schools.

(3) See Official Calendar of Education
Department on advertising page.

(4) Write to Department.
(5) Referred to Mathematical Depart-
ent, to which it should have been sent
AnE.-We know no better book for

thae Studying grammar without a teacher
!han a good text-book on grammar. It
sdesirable, though, to have two or three.ce see nothing to prevent a moderately
clever and industrious student from get-
ting a tolerable knowledge of the rudi-lrents and essential principles of English
8ranmar in a few months from the study

sf, Say, the Public and the High School
studmnars of Ontario. The point is to
stUdy inteligently. Do not depend onlevmorizing, but be sure to understand

deerything as you proceed, and apply aildeiitions and rules to practice till their
tneanings are perfectly clear.

The battles in the China-
Japanese war have been so one-sided,and the resistance of the Chinese soieeble, that, with one or two exceptions,

t doubtful if the names of any engage-
alents wil go down to history as memor-abth engagements. The war bas been

h a triumphal procession for the
Jpanese army. Probably the most im-

Portant engagement was the naval battle
foght off the coast of Corea soon afterthe beginning of the war.
Ts Seoul (Sa-ool), a city of Corea.
Ther Strait of Menai is in Wales. Mani-
churia is a part of the Chinese Empire,

,rthof Corea and the Yellow Sea. PortlIiabeth is a town on AIl oa Bay, in
CaPe Colony, South Africa. The other

name we cannot make out.

literar£ MRotcs.
PrThe subject of " Fear" is taken up by
Crof James Sully in his "Studies of

bndhood, in the May Popular Science
wthil ly His investigations show that
rl somýe children are afraid of heavy,rhnbling sounds, like peals of thunder,ltiers are pleased by them, but are great-
l disturbed by much smaller sharp.01Unds.
iond Opposite effects are produced

se all children by the first sight of the

St. Nicholas for May contains an un-IlsUally large number of pretty and clevertieses, whi'ch are always such a feature of
tnI agazine. "A Model Child " is the

tie Of a little poem by Helen Hopkins.

th ittle ones will be pleased to learn
at , she's the daughter of Mr. Nobody
ld hves in Nowhereland." Other con-

ributions are " The Jonquil Maid," by
Arthur Macy, which is unique for its
metre and rhythm ; "A Rain Song," by
Evelyn Stein; "A Bird Call," by Sara
M. Chatfield ; "Long, Long Ago," by
Tudor Jenks; "A Tender-Hearted-Arab,"
y Frederick B.Opper ; " Women'sRights
n the Nursery," by L. E. Chittenden ; and
'An Unfortunate Family," by Felix Leigh.

The May Century has a wide range of
nterest. In the life of Napoleon, Prof.
Sloane narrates the conclusion of the
campaign in Northern Italy; a new illus-
trated novelette, "The Princess Sonia,"
by Julia Magruder, is begun, and a sketch
of Rubinstein by Alexander McArthur
appears. Mrs. Burton Harrison's " Er-
rant Wooing " comes to a happy ending,
the scene of which is laid in Granada,
with attractive descriptions of the Alham-
bra and its surroundings. Mr. Marion
Crawford's " Casa Braccio" contains some
striking scenes,which in intensity of action
probably surpass anything that Mr.Craw-
ford has heretofore done. Other fiction,
in various keys,' is contributed by Lang-
don E. Mitchell, Richard M. Johnston,
and Kate Chopin.

" The Teacher's Outfit in French," by
Professor A. H. Edgren, of the University
of Nebraska, in The School Review for
May, contains many practical suggestions
for teachers of this subject. "The Cur-
riculum of the Small High School," by
Principal E.J. Goodwin, of Newton,Mass.,
discusses the question with due considera-
tion to the welfare of the teacher, and
takes positions for which every teacher
will be grateful. " The Moral Problem in
our Public Schools," by H. Buchanan
Ryley, is a vigorous answer to a paper
that appeared in the Atlantic a short
time ago. The Book Reviews treat of
several important educational works,while
Notes and Current Educational Litera-
ture present the latest and best thought
in the field of education. The classified
list of new books at the end is by no
means the least valuable feature of this
high-class educational magazine. $1.5o
ayear. Hamilton, N.Y.

The four weekly issues of Littell's Liv-
ing Age for April are, as usual, overflow-
ing with the best things that current for-
eign literature affords, as may be seen by
the partial table of contents given below :
" Some Recollections of Robert Louis
Stevenson," by H. Bellyse Baildon ;
" The Method of Teaching Languages,"
by John Stuart Blackie ; " John Lyly and
his 'Euphues,'" by H. Lacey ; "The
Referendum in Switzerland," by Numa
Droz; " Lord Randolph Churchill," by
Sir Herbert Maxwell ; "A Visit to the
Buddhist and Taoist Monasteries on the
Lo Fau San," by E. A. Irving ; "Robert
Southey," by George Saintsbury ; " The
Crisis in Newfoundland," by William
Greswell; " Women of the French Revo-
lution, The Great Citoyenne (Madame
Roland)," by M. Dale; "The Romance
of a Stuart Princess," by Mrs. W. E. H.
Lecky ; "The Sancho Panza of Mada-
gascar," by Julian Corbett; "Two .Mod-
ern Poets," by H. D. Traill ; " Up the
Yangtsze," by Lise Boehm, with many
other papers of nearly equal value, be-
sides poetry and fiction. Published by
Litteil & Co., Boston.

In his department of " The Progress of
the World," for May, the editor of the
Review of Reviews sums up the signifi-
cant events of the month preceding.
Prominent topics thus treated are the in-
come tax decision,theChicago election,and
the triumph of civil service reform,the Cu-
ban revoit, the Verezuelan boundary is-
sue, and the British claim in Nicaragua.
In " The Progress of the World," foreign
affairs receive considerable attention.
The Japanese treaty, the British cam-

paign mn Chitral, French aggression in
Ifrica, the peace outlook in Europe, the
attitude of the powers in reference to the
Armenian atrocities, the change in the
Speakership of the British House of Com-
mons, the question of Welsh disestablish-
ment, and the great boot and shoe strike
In England, are among the subjects dis-
cussed. The editor gives his testimony,
based on personal observation, to the suc-
cess of the South Carolina liquor system.
'Drunkenness and disorder," he says,

have decreased to a remarkable extent ;
and whereas the negro laborer was for-
merly accustomed to spend his week's
earnîngs în carousing on Saturday night
and Sunday, he is now spending more
upon his family, or else saving his money
to buy land."

The Arena for May is an excellent
number. The place of honor is given to
a scholarly but scathing criticism of
Renan's " Life of Jesus," by John D. Mc-
Pherson, of the United States Supreme
Court. It is written from the orthodox
point of view, and will be widely read and
discussed. James Realf, jr., in a paper
called " A Poet of the Northwest," intro-
duces a new American poet, Jonab Le-
Roy Robinson, to American readers. C.
J. Buell gives his views on "A Partial
Solution of the Railway Problem." Ade-
line Knapp paints a strong picture in a
short story called "The Whaler : A
Story of the Times." Rev. T. E. Allen,
a leading member of the Boston Society
of Psychical Research, writes an analysis
of the strange case of Mollie Fancher, of
Brooklyn, which he believes establishes
the fact of clairvoyance. B. O. Flower,
the editor of the review, continues the
series of papers discussing the legal and

Coughing.
For all the ailments of Throat

and Lungs there is no cure so
quick and permanent as Scott's
Emulsion of Cod-liver Oil. It is
palatable, easy on the most deli-
cate stomach and effective.

.5cott,
Emulsion

stimulates the appetite, aids the
digestion of other foods, cures
Coughs and Colds, Sore Throat,
Bronchitis, and gives vital strength
besides. It has no equal as nour-
ishment for Babies and Children
who do not thrive, and overcomes

Any Condition of Wasting. ,
Sendforpamphlet on Scott's Emulsion. Free.
Scott& Bowne, Belleville. All Druggists. 50c.& $1.

social aspects of the traffic in girls and
kindred immoralities. E. P. Powell con-
siders the question, " Should War be
Abolished ?" Henry Wood contributes
"Human Evolution and the Fall." Rob-
ert Stein writes a strong but temperate
paper on the Armenian question from the
point of view of an Armenian. There are
several other papers of interest.

A. XACDONALD,
355 YONGE STREET,

Merchant Tailor
iasthemost competeand best assorted stock

in the city, Your inspection of the following
lines is lnvited: ALL LATEST STYLES IN

Cheviots Woruteds Serges
and a full assortment of Spring Overcoatings.

CLOSE PRICES. SATISFACTION GUABANTEED.

The Palace Steel Steamer

Garden Cît
will be located in Toronto for season 1895. Sun-
day -schools, church organizations. societies,
etc., desirlng an excursion and day's outlng oÏ
recreation, free froni evil influences, can secure
the popular steamer Garden City to Lake Island
Park, Wilson, N.Y., at a low rate, whereby a
profit of flot less than 50 per cent. will be
secured to the party chartering on the sa'e of
their tickets. F or nl particulars lease ap ly
to the undersigned, THOMAS NIHAN, tr.
Garden City, St. Catharines; W. N. HARRIS,
Agent, Str. Garden City Offce, Yonge street
Wharf, Toronto. Tel. No. 235.

Piano Lamps
Pie Knives
Fruit Spoons
Butter Coolers
Placques
Card Receivers
R e Knives, Forks
R~odgers and Spoons

and numerous other
articles in silver plate suitable for

Wedding
Gifts....

ATSpanner's,
Fine Jewelers,

344 Yonge St., - Toronto.
Tel. 186. Two door below Elm.

THE

Yapand Sehool Supply Co., Ltd.,
31 King Street East, Toronto,

Chemical and Physical Apparatus; p ar-
ManufaCturerStus for use experients in TextBoka;*

exes all other School Maps for educational
Importers of 'xurep'evrand has a great nui ber of advan-

tages over any other Malle published.

Most Coniploto and Recent Map of the Dominion of Canada,
COMPLETE sERIE OF

Classical Geography, Physical Georaphy, Scriptural Geography, Elementary Geograhy,Astronomical Charte, Botanical and P ilosophical harts, Geographical Terms Outline ,aps,Dr. Andrew Wilson'a Anatoical Charte, clearly printed and perfectly colored, iquid slating,Biackboards, and ail klnds of Sohool Supplies a t lowest prices.
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WM. McCABE, LLB., F.I.A.,
Managing Director.

Important to Teachers . .
HERE are to day a number of gentlemen who formerly held important positions as

educationists employed by the leading Life Insurance Companies, and room still
remains for teachers to obtain important positions in the field work.

Those contemplating taking up insurance work would do well to examine the
respective merits of the different companies, so as to be certain that they are
recommeuding the most desirable institution to their frienis. Certain important
element should be kept in view, viz.:

Has the Company been successftul?
Has it a net surplus over all liabilities ?
Has it paid satisfactory profit results on its

Investment Policies ?
Has it paid its death claims promptly ?
Is such Company under competent management ?

Any intelligent man can satisfy himFelf on these important points by reference to
the official Government Insurance Reports. Tested by these essentials the

NORTH AMERICAN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY
WILL BE FOUND TO EXCEL.

Write for pamphlets explanatory of the Company's excellent Investment plans
and remuneration to agents.

Head Office:
22 to 28 King St. W.,

Toronto.

P.S.-Wanted, two special agents. Gentlemen of education and energy will find
this an excellent opportunity. Previous experience not essential.

SIMPLIFIED INSTRUCTOR

ABSOLUTELY NO TEACHER NECESSARY.
IN ONE HOUR YOU CAN LEARN T t PLAY AND ACCOMPANY

on the Piano ur by ni g our lightnieg Ch rd ethod. This
method is wonderfully siuipe.1 Ilt is a delight to all beazinnters and
a ready reference for advanced players. A LIMITED NUMBER

WILL BE GIVEN AWAY TO INTRODUCE IT. The price of this b okis ONE DOLLAR, but if
you will talk it up and show it to your neighbors we will mil you ONE COPY FREE. beud twenty
cents to defray expense of mailing. (Postage stamps or silver.)

Address at once, The Musical Guide Pub. Co., Cincinnati, O.
Our Simplifned Instructors for the GUITAR, MANDOLIN, BANJO, or VIOLIN beat the w ri.

No teacher necessary. Wonderful progress in one hour. Either one mailed on receipt of th rty
cents. MENTION THIS PAPER.

FIOFFI. SCHOL.
BAONK,0FFCE. CURCH &L.DGE FURNITURE cU.
COURT HOUSE &
DRUG STORE FITTINGS SEND FOR

Paper Weights of Olive Wood
From the Mount of Olives.

SENT POSTPAID, 15 CENTS.

Standard Publishing Company,
9 RICHMOND STREET WEST, TORONTO.

The Famous

ONTA R IOHE
s 7th Year.

W. B. ROBINSON,
J. W. JOHNSON, F.C.A.

(Principals for 18 years.)

Send for r7o-page illustrated catalogue.

Address

ROBINSON & JOHNSON
tf. BELLEVILLE, Ont.

Wm. E. BESSEf, 1.D., C.V., .C.P.S.
Graduate of McGill University,

CONSULTING PHYSICIAN AND SPECIALIST
IN ORIFICIAL SURGERY,

BRAIN and WASTING NQERVOUS DISEASES, RECTAL
DISEASES and DISEASES OF WOMEN.

284 Jarvis Street, - TORONTO, Ont.
tf.

YOU CAN GET YOUR

Sehoot Supplies
Cheaper from us than from any other

bouse in Canada.

E. N. MOYER & CO.
97 RICEMOND ST. WEST, TOBOITO.

NL I MASTERED INSIXWEEKS BYLATIThe DeBrisay Analytical Mdethod
No rules, no rote-learning; the student is taught to
read and write Latin IN THE ROMAN ORDER Full
course by mail, $6.oo. Part I. mailed to any address,
25 cents. Pamphlet free. C. T. DEBRISAY, B.A.,
DeBrisay Latin School, Oddfellows' Hall, College and
Yonge Sts., Toronto.

18-12

TORONTO BUSINESS COL.E.
FOR SALE BY TENDER.

Tenders will be received by the under-
signed up to Tuesday, 21st May, at 12
o'clock noon, for the purchase of the good-
will and equipment of the TORONTO Bus-
INESS COLLEGE, corner Bloor and Vonge
Streets, Toronto. Present attendance 63
pupils.

For further particulars apply to

W. A. WARRINER,

Cor. Bloor and Yonge Sts., Toronto.

Special Course
. .. IN .. .

Bookkeeping
shorthand

Telegraphy
and all business subjects at . . . . .

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
during May, June, and July. Instruction
given by experienced and expert teachers.
Highest resultis in the Dominion at recent
Government examinations. Open entire year.
Send for Catalogue.

11110 & HARRISON Buislnss College.
Cor. Yonge and College Streets, TORONTO, Ont.

NOTICE.

TEACHERS will please note that the edi-

tion of "Notes on Entrance Literature,"

edited by F. I. Sykes, M.A., and published

by the Canada Publishing Company, is now

exhausted, and, as no further edition is to

be published, we can no longer fill any orders

for this book.

F OR mutual advanta ZanF advertier please
AL JOuRNL.

OFFICIAL CALENDAR

Fducational Departmeut,

May:

24 QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY (Friday).

lune:
i. Public and Separate School Boards to appoint

representatives on the High School Entrance
Examination Board ofExaminers. [H.S.Act,
sc. 38 (a).] (On or/.efoe .st June.)

i1. University Commencement. (Subject to ap.

>Sointment.)

28. High Schools close, third term. [H.S.Act, sec.

42.1 (Endon30thJune.)
Public and Separate Schools close. [P.S.Act,
sec. 173 (t) (2).] (End othl June.) S.S.Act,

79(1)(2).] (Endist July.)

29. Semi-Annual Reports of High Schools to De-
partment, due. [H.S.Act,sec.14(12).] (Cos4
of kalfyear.)

Rural Public School Trustees to report average
attendance of pupils to Inspector. [P.S.Act,
sec. 206.] (On or before3oth June.)

Protestant Separate Schools to transmit to County
Inspectors names and attendance during the
lastpreceding six months. [S.S.Act, sec. 2.1
(On or before30th lune.)

Semi-Annual Reports of Separate Schools to De.
partment, due. [S.S.Act, sec. 28 (18); sec
62.J (On orbefore3oth June.)

Trustees' Report to Truant Officer, due. (Truancy
Act, sec. 12.] (Last week in lune,)

Assessors to settle basis of taxation in Union
School Sections. [P.S.Act, sec.95(i).] (Be-
fore 1st uly.)

ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS, 1895.

NOTICES.

May 24.-Applications for the High School, Primary,
Junior, and Senior Leaving Exami-
nations and University Pass and Honor
Matriculation Examinations to Inspect-
ors, due.

May 25.-Ispectors to report to Department number
of candidates for samne.

June t.-Notice by candidatesfor Kindergarten exam-
inations to Department, due.

EXAMINATIONS.

May 27.-Examinations at Provincial School of Ped-
agogy at Toronto begin.

June 4.- Practical Examinations at Normal Schools
begin.

JUne îz.-Written Examinations at Normal Schools
begin.

Jui.e 26.-Examinations in Oral Reading, Drawng,
and the Commercial Course in High,
Public, and Separate Schools begin.

June 27.-High School Entrance and Public School
Leaving Examinations begin.

Kindergarten Examinations begin.

July 2.-High School Junior Leaving, University
Pass, Matriculation, and Scholarship
Examinations begin.
Commercial Specialists' Examination a
Toronto begin.

July 4.-High School Primary Examinations begin.

July i..-High School Senior Leaving and UniversitY
Honor Matriculations Examinations
be in.


